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ABSTRACT
Eric Chad Toppin Harley: Magneto-Optical Spectroscopy of Dilute Magnetic
Semiconductors
(Under the Direction of Laurie E. McNeil)
Dilute magnetic semiconductors (DMS) are a class of semiconductors where a mag-
netic ion has been randomly but substitutionally doped into a conventional semicon-
ductor. DMS are currently envisioned as a key ferromagnetic material to be used
in the construction of spintronic devices, or devices which operate based on the spin
of spin-polarized charge carriers. I report primarily on magnetic characterization
of Ga1−xMnxAs, and additionally on structural characterization of Ga1−xMnxN, ex-
amples of (III,Mn)V DMS. Magnetic Raman scattering experiments performed on
Ga1−xMnxN were unsuccessful. Results from magnetic Brillouin light scattering (BLS)
measurements of Ga1−xMnxAs include the angular- and field-dependence of magnon
(spin-wave) frequencies and the resulting description of magnetocrystalline anisotropy;
dependence of magnon frequency on Mn content, temperature, and incident laser
power; and the observation of surface magnon modes. Transverse magneto-optical
Kerr effect (t-MOKE) measurements provide an additional perspective on magne-
tocrystalline anisotropy and serve to completely eliminate the possibility of a descrip-
tion in terms of the Stoner-Wohlfarth single-domain model.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Progress in Information Processing
Over the last half of the twentieth century, automated numerical computation rev-
olutionized both scientific research and our daily lives. It became possible to explore
analytically intractable problems and solutions; and with each increase in the speed
of computers, a new level of sophistication in calculations became possible. The com-
puter, originally an incredibly bulky, expensive device, seemingly only of interest and
use to researchers, became smaller, less expensive, and faster. Si-based integrated cir-
cuits, the workhorse of modern computers, are ubiquitous in today’s modern societies,
finding use in applications as varied as air traffic control systems, automobiles, toast-
ers, and greeting cards. Improvements in design and production of these integrated
circuits have resulted in such a steady increase in performance (as a consequence of
decreasing size and power consumption per calculation) that this increase has been
codified as Moore’s Law [[1–3]].
Electric charge is the fundamental physical property that all these integrated cir-
cuits exploit in order to function as designed. This charge is convenient to use because
it can be transported from place to place within the integrated circuit, and because
it interacts strongly (thanks to the strength and range of the electric force) with the
semiconductor lattice. The band structure of a semiconductor is a description of its
electronic configuration, and as such provides the framework in which charge transport
in a semiconductor can be understood. Spatially-targeted modification of the band
structure via doping with electrically active impurities creates active electronic devices
embedded in the semiconductor crystal. These individual devices are connected and
organized on a very large scale (VLSI, very large scale integration) to produce modern
integrated circuits.
One of the dominant contributions to the steady increase in performance of in-
tegrated circuits has been a steady decrease in the size of chip features. Since chip
functions depend on transporting charge from one location to another, decreasing
feature size has the benefit of decreasing the amount of charge that must be moved
as well as decreasing the distance it must travel. These factors allow operations to
consume less power and proceed more rapidly. As was inevitable, chip features, now
as small as tens of atoms in some cases, are reaching fundamental physical limits; so
further improvements in performance must increasingly come from sources other than
from simply shrinking the architecture. A significant additional complication is the
fact that at such small scales quantum mechanical effects can no longer be neglected.
Two general strategies remain for improving information processing technology [[4]]:
1. Redesign within the context of classical electronics. Approaches include devel-
opment of new materials with improved properties, coupled with modification
of device design and modification of integration schemes.
2. Step outside the limits of classical electronics. Design devices that actually make
use of quantum effects in order to surpass current technology.
This is certainly not an either-or proposition. Both approaches are likely to contribute
to information processing technology progress. The first approach is naturally what
dominates in the short term, since it presumably maintains the closest ties to exist-
ing technology and techniques. Much more basic research is needed for the second
approach to make headway, since it entails a more fundamental change in the way
information is processed. However, the very fact that incorporating quantum effects
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is a more fundamental change means that there is also the possibility that it will
produce much larger improvements. Spintronics is one such area of research, where
some commercially successful devices have already been made, and where many hope
that future advances will change the operating principles of many integrated circuits
entirely.
1.2 Electrostatic and Magnetostatic Interactions
Before delving into any details of spintronics, it is instructive to perform a brief
comparison of the way that a particle such as an electron interacts with its environment
via its charge and via its spin. This comparison should serve not only to highlight
some physical reasons for differences between the historic development of electronic
devices (transistors, integrated circuits) and magnetic devices (typically information
storage), but it should also serve as a reminder of the inherent richness and complexity
of magnetic phenomena.
A charge interacts with its environment via the electric force, which is both very
long-range and strong. In fact, the potential energy associated with electrostatic
interactions between two point charges only drops off as ∼ |˜r|−1 with distance. For a
semiconducting material such as GaAs, which has a static dielectric constant of 12.9
[[5]], a system of two elementary charges brought to a separation of 0.5 nm will have a
potential energy of magnitude 0.2 eV, or 4?10−20 J. Small voltages (either intentionally
applied or as a result of stray fields) also have a large effect on the potential energy
of an elementary charge, where by definition moving the charge through a potential
of 1 V changes the energy of the charge by 1 eV, or 1.6 ? 10−19 J.
Scientists and engineers take advantage of both the range and strength of the
electric force when designing electronic devices and integrated circuits. Small voltages
can be used for precise control of electric currents. The strength and range of this
force prove to be a disadvantage, though, for certain types of applications. Stable
information storage via electric charge requires that voltages are preserved in certain
3
regions of integrated circuits over long periods of time. The strong mutual repulsion
experienced by like charges means that such an arrangement is necessarily a local
rather than a global energy minimum, and the charge (voltage) state tends to decay
over time, even if through no other effect than tunneling. Even small stray electric
fields can also cause significant difficulties with the operation of integrated circuits.
The dipole-dipole magnetic interaction between a pair of spins is both smaller in
magnitude (∼ 10−25 J ≈ 10−7 eV for a separation of 0.5 nm) and has a shorter range (∼
r−3) than the electrostatic interaction above. Similarly, the potential energy of a spin
in a magnetic flux density as high as 1 T is only ∼ 10−24 ≈ 10−4 eV; so there are easily
5 orders of magnitude between magnetic dipole-dipole interactions and magnetostatic
interactions. The short range means the difference will only increase with separation
between spins/charges. Clearly spin orientation is less likely to be disturbed by stray
magnetic fields than electric charge position is to be disturbed by stray electric fields.
In information storage applications, the short range and weakness of this magnetic
dipole-dipole interaction allows for high storage densities: small magnetic “bits” can
be in close proximity and still remain independent, each unaffected by the other’s
magnetic field.
The dipole-dipole magnetic interaction is weak enough that it cannot account for
magnetic ordering in materials: a material with TC of ∼ 100 K has magnetic interac-
tions operating on an energy scale of kB ? 100 K = 1.4 ? 10
−21 J ≈ 10−2 eV. However,
a localized, unpaired spin also interacts with its environment via exchange and spin-
orbit interactions. Exchange and spin-orbit interactions, although reasonably strong,
are of such short range that they are of little consequence to spins in most materi-
als. Only in the relatively few materials where the spatial wavefunctions associated
with the spins overlap with each other, or where the exchange interaction is effectively
extended to longer range via something like superexchange or itinerant exchange, is
it possible to observe the magnetic ordering caused by exchange. As discussed in
more detail in §2.1.3, the exchange interaction is actually electrostatic in origin and
is the primary source of magnetic ordering in magnetic materials. It originates from
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symmetry requirements and the Pauli exclusion principle when particles with spin
have overlapping spatial wavefunctions, appearing for example as the energy splitting
between singlet and triplet states. Once the exchange interaction sets up a magnetic
ground state, spin-orbit coupling shows up as magnetocrystalline anisotropy. This
magnetocrystalline anisotropy is responsible for defining a preferred orientation for
the average magnetization of the crystal.
1.3 Charge Carrier Polarization
So far I have described ferromagnetic effects implicitly in the context of localized
lattice spins. Such lattice spins in a ferromagnet spontaneously align parallel to each
other, due to the exchange interaction. This alignment of the lattice spins and the
exchange interaction also have an effect on the charge carriers present in the material.
While a material with no net magnetic moment typically has equal numbers of spin-
up n↑ and spin-down n↓ charge carriers, a material with a net magnetic moment does
not. One then speaks of the percent polarization of the charge carriers, calculated
as 100% ? (n↑ − n↓) / (n↑ + n↓). Although Zeeman splitting can contribute to this
polarization, in ferromagnetic materials in the presence of small applied fields the
most important contribution to the net spin polarization of the charge carriers is the
exchange interaction. The band structure of ferromagnetic crystals, when plotted
separately for each spin orientation, displays the resulting spin polarization as an
imbalance in the density of states at the Fermi level. There are simply more available
low-lying electronic states for a particular spin orientation.
1.4 Spintronics
Spintronics (spin transport electronics) is a term coined by Stuart A. Wolf in 1996
as a more descriptive replacement for the working title of the Magnetic Materials
and Devices DARPA (U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) project [[6]].
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While the term electronics where devices operate based on electric charge, spintronics
refers to research with the end goal of producing devices which function based on the
spin of their charge carriers. The subject, of course, existed before the buzzword, and
is generally agreed to have started in 1988–1989 with the discovery of GMR (giant
magneto resistance) by groups led by Fert [[7]] and Gru¨nberg [[8]]. Although researchers
had been aware that the spin polarization of a sequence of ferromagnetic layers could
affect the resistance of a current traveling through them, this was the first time such
an effect had been obtained with a useful magnitude and at useful temperatures [[6]].
Awschalom et al. [[4]] divide spintronic devices into three classes, which will here-
after be referred to by their numbers.
1. Devices in which spin-polarized currents travel in ferromagnetic metallic alloys.
2. Devices in which spin-polarized currents travel in semiconductors.
3. Devices that use individual electron spin for quantum computations.
The first two classes of spintronic device are in principle much simpler to realize, since
they involve manipulating charge carriers in bulk and should not require as fine control
on such a small scale. Devices of class 1 were the first to be developed, simply due
to the ready availability of metallic alloys that are ferromagnetic at room tempera-
ture. The first commercially successful spintronic device is the GMR (giant magneto-
resistance) read head for HDD’s (hard disk drives); MRAM (magnetic random access
memory) is expected to follow next.
GMR read heads use a layered magnetic structure that changes resistance with
the relative orientation of the magnetization of two metallic ferromagnetic layers —
the magnetization in one layer is pinned and in the other layer it changes direction
with the field of the magnetic bits on the HDD. This change in resistance is due to
an interaction between the magnetization of the ferromagnetic layers and the spins of
the charges comprising the sensing current. When the magnetization of both layers
is aligned, the current passes through the read head relatively unimpeded. When the
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magnetization of the unpinned layer is reversed relative to the pinned layer, charges
from one layer scatter more when they cross over into the layer with opposite spin
orientation, increasing the measured resistance of the read head. The GMR effect
allows one to make HDD read heads that are much more sensitive than the previous
MR (magneto-resistance) read heads, permitting a reduction in size and magnetic field
of magnetic bits on the HDD. This reduction in size and field of the magnetic bits
has generated a huge increase in storage density for the HDD’s, accompanied by an
increase in data transfer rates.
While spintronic devices of the class 1 are clearly useful, they have thus far been
limited to improving the performance of existing devices. Much more exotic develop-
ments are expected if and when spintronic devices of class 2 are produced. For this
class of devices, spin-polarized currents could either be injected from a metallic fer-
romagnet into the semiconductor, or a magnetic semiconductor could be used as the
source of the spin current. Achieving successful spin current injection into a semicon-
ductor would allow all the existing expertise in semiconductor devices and integration
to be brought to bear on the field of spintronics.
The SFET (spin field effect transistor), first proposed by Datta and Das in 1990
[[9]], has become the prototypical spintronic device, and falls into Awschalom et al.’s
class number 2. A spin current is injected into the channel of an FET (field effect
transistor) with ferromagnetic source and drain. If a gate voltage is turned on, the spin
current precesses in the presence of the applied electric field; when the spin current
reaches the ferromagnetic drain, its orientation relative to the magnetization direction
of the drain determines the magnitude of the current. It is typically thought that
such an arrangement could provide speed and power consumption improvements over
traditional FETs, as well as novel functionality such as logic gates whose functions
can be changed at will [[4]].
Zutic et al. [[10]] outline several practical difficulties encountered when trying to
make an SFET. One difficulty in particular provides a motivation for the study of
DMS materials: for the SFET to operate as described, a spin current must survive
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the trip from the ferromagnetic source into the channel, and then from the channel
into the drain. While spin current injection from metals into semiconductors has
proven difficult [[4]], one may be able to sidestep many of these difficulties by designing
semiconductors with magnetic properties.
1.5 Dilute Magnetic Semiconductors
DMS (dilute magnetic semiconductors, often also referred to as diluted magnetic
semiconductors or semimagnetic semiconductors) are considered to be good candidates
for creating spintronic devices of class 2. A DMS can be defined as a semiconductor
into which a magnetic ion has been substitutionally doped, occupying random lattice
or sublattice positions in the host. In practice, this “doping” must occur at very high
levels (generally from 1% to nearly 90% substitution in some materials) so that enough
magnetic ions are present to result in a magnetically-ordered ground state.
If one can achieve a ferromagnetic DMS with only relatively minor changes in band
structure from the undoped semiconductor host, then spin currents in semiconductors,
essential for the class 2 spintronic device, may be easier to achieve. Furthermore,
there is some hope that the material growth or doping could be incorporated into
integrated circuit production in a straightforward manner, allowing efficient scale-up.
The primary technical difficulty has been in raising TC, the Curie temperature.
1.5.1 II-VI DMS
DMS were not originally conceived for the purpose of implementing spintronics
They were first studied in great detail in the 1980s [[11–13]], as basic materials re-
search into their unique semiconducting and unique magnetic properties. Ternary
AII1−xMnxB
VI compounds such as Hg1−xMnxSe, Cd1−xMnxTe, and Zn1−xMnxTe were
among the most heavily studied [[11]]. Their ternary nature provides for adjustability
of lattice constant, band gap, and magnetic properties, all the way up to the satura-
tion limit of Mn in the II-VI host. The upper limit for x tended to be extremely high
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in these AII1−xMnxB
VI compounds, ranging from 0.38 for Hg1−xMnxSe all the way up
to 0.86 for Zn1−xMnxTe [[12]]. This high solubility of Mn, higher than that of other
transition metals, was typically ascribed to the special 4s2 3d5 electronic configura-
tion [[12]]. While other transition metals had the same completely filled s shell, the
half-filled d shell of Mn was especially stable, causing the Mn to act much more like
a group-II element.
Despite the success in understanding these AII1−xMnxB
VI compounds experimen-
tally and theoretically, they have proven unsuitable for practical spintronic applica-
tions. Not only is Tcrit, the transition temperature below which spontaneous magnetic
ordering appears, too low; but also these DMS to do not typically exhibit ferromag-
netism. Instead they form spin glass or antiferromagnetic states at low temperature,
depending on x. Antiferromagnetic states and spin glass states cannot contribute to
uniform spin polarization of charge carriers throughout the crystal: spin glasses don’t
exhibit long range magnetic order; and antiferromagnets, although exhibiting long
range order, have equal numbers of lattice spins pointing up and down.
1.5.2 III-V DMS
A natural extension to the early work on DMS, which had focused mainly on II-VI
(and to a smaller extent on IV-VI and II-V) compounds [[14]], was to try to make a DMS
based on III-V materials. Growth of the first III-V DMS, In1−xMnxAs, was first reported
in 1989 by Munekata and Ohno et al. [[15]] and reviewed by Ohno and Munekata et
al. [[14]] in 1991. Magnetic ions in III-V semiconductors had previously been limited
to 1025 m−3, which for Ga1−xMnxAs would correspond to x = 5 ? 10−4, but low-
temperature MBE growth (less than 300◦C) opened the door to growth of compounds
with magnetic ion content two full orders of magnitude higher. In1−xMnxAs was first
reported with x as large as 0.18, and the magnetic properties were later shown to
depend on growth conditions and carrier type and concentration.
In the early 1990s most III-V DMS research involved In1−xMnxAs; but in 1996
Ohno, Shen, Matsukura et al. [[16]] reported the first growth of the ferromagnetic
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DMS Ga1−xMnxAs, achieving single-phase material via LT-MBE, with x as high as
0.07. This was an important development, since GaAs is the most well-understood and
widely-used III-V compound; researchers hoped that the existing body of knowledge on
the properties and growth of GaAs would facilitate understanding of this GaAs-based
DMS.
1.5.3 DMS and Spintronics
The first reported growth, in 1989, of III-V DMS followed very closely on the heels
of the discovery of GMR [[7]], which is widely held to be the start of spintronics [[17]].
However, it was not until Ohno et al.’s Ga1−xMnxAs paper in 1996 [[16]] that explicit
mention was made in DMS literature of spintronics as a justification for studying
DMS. Many other DMS papers published in the same and subsequent years made
at most passing reference to potential technical utility in their introductions [[18–22]].
Although it seems likely that potential spintronics applications were in the back of
researchers’ minds as they studied III-V DMS, their primary motivation was still one
of basic materials properties research. III-V DMS were basically the newest vehicle for
the interesting effects that appeared in this intersection between semiconductors and
magnetism [[11,21]].
Nitin Samarth wrote a review in 1998 [[23]] which made a strong attempt to con-
nect studies of metallic magnetic heterostructures with studies of DMS, all under the
umbrella of “spin electronics.” With only five citations as of March 2006, according
to the Science Citation Index, it seems that not many researchers paid attention. The
following year, DMS for spintronics resceived a significant boost with the introduc-
tion of the funding program SPINS (spins in semiconductors): this expansion to the
DARPA spintronics project was made in order to include semiconductors. A subse-
quent spintronics review by Wolf, Awschalom, et al. in Science [[17]], appearing in
2001, is one of the most frequently cited works on spintronics, with 931 citations to
date. While this number of citations is in part related to the popularity of the journal,
it also serves to highlight the growth of spintronics research.
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Chapter 2
Materials
2.1 Ga1−xMnxAs
The current motivation for studying III-V DMS is almost entirely advancement of
the field of spintronics. The most fundamental barrier to the creation of practical
spintronic devices using DMS is producing a DMS with sufficiently high TC: TC must
be at or above room temperature. The use of Mn as the magnetic dopant in the first
III-V DMS, In1−xMnxAs and Ga1−xMnxAs, may largely have been a carryover from its
successful incorporation in II-VI DMS. It was also known, though, that Mn has the
lowest ionization energy of 3d transition metals in GaAs, which means that according
to a general rule of thumb, it should have the highest impurity solubility [[24]]. Some
currently hold the opinion that although the Ga1−xMnxAs TC has not yet exceeded
room temperature, there is no fundamental limitation preventing it from doing so [[25]].
Ga1−xMnxAs is the most mature III-V DMS, having been studied actively since
its first reported growth in 1996 in a collaboration between Tohoku University and
University of Tokyo researchers Ohno et al. [[16]]. Mn had previously been studied as
both an unintentional and intentional impurity in GaAs [[26, 27]], but due to its low
solubility in GaAs had never been incorporated in large enough quantities to qualify
as a DMS.
Low temperature MBE (molecular beam epitaxy) permits nonequilibrium growth
Table 2.1: Basic Materials Parameters for GaAs. After Blakemore [[28]].
Parameter Value Units Comments
a 5.65325 ? 10−1 nm measured at 300 K
rc-c 2.44793 ? 10
−1 nm
√
3a/4, nearest neighbor distance
Vcell 1.80674 ? 10
−1 nm3 a3, conventional unit cell volume
Vcell 4.45168 ? 10
−2 nm3 1
4
a3, primitive cell volume
of Ga1−xMnxAs at higher x than would otherwise be possible, by limiting the mobil-
ity of Mn during the growth process. If growth temperatures are much greater than
250◦C the Mn can reorganize and precipitate as secondary phases such as ferromag-
netic MnAs [[16]], which has a TC of 310 K. The first reported growth by Ohno et al.
incorporated Mn with x ranging from 0.015 to 0.07, with the highest measured TC of
60 K for the x = 0.035 sample. Conductivity was determined to be p-type. Ohno et
al. also proposed that the observed in-plane easy axis could result from the biaxial
compressive strain in the Ga1−xMnxAs layer. In1−xMnxAs epitaxial layers were deter-
mined to have an out-of-plane easy axis, but they were under biaxial tensile strain.
2.1.1 GaAs Host Crystal
Crystal Structure
It would certainly be futile, and at any rate would not suit my present purpose, to
try to improve upon Blakemore’s excellent review [[28]] of GaAs properties published
in 1982 in the Journal of Applied Physics. I will reproduce some of the relevant GaAs
materials properties here.
GaAs is a close-packed structure that typically crystallizes in the zinc blende poly-
morph (note that Blakemore refers to this as sphalerite), exhibiting cubic symmetry.
Zinc blende can be pictured as hexagonal close-packed layers stacked with AaBbCc
stacking order, which occurs along the diagonal of the conventional unit cell. The
conventional unit cell is typically presented as a pair of interpenetrating face-centered
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Figure 2.1: Zinc blende conventional unit cell. Some common lattice vectors are
labeled. Observe that although this lattice has cubic symmetry in bulk, when the
lattice terminates at the surface of a crystal the [110] and
[
110
]
directions are no
longer equivalent.
cubic (fcc) sublattices, offset by a vector of
[
1
4
, 1
4
, 1
4
]
. See Figure 2.1. One sublattice
is populated by Ga and the other by As, giving each atom a tetrahedral bonding
arrangement. Basic materials parameters were tabulated in Blakemore and some are
included again here in Table 2.1, on page 12, for completeness. The conventional unit
cell contains 8 atoms and is actually 4 times the volume of the primitive cell.
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Table 2.2: Angular momentum addition for strong spin–orbit coupling in the GaAs
valence band.
l s j mj Designation
1 1
2
l + s = 3
2
±3
2
heavy hole band
±1
2
light hole band
|l − s| = 1
2
±1
2
split-off band
Electronic Band Structure
GaAs has a direct band gap of 1.42 eV at 300 K [[28]]. The two highest valence bands
consist of the Γ8 “heavy hole” band, with lower dispersion near zone center, and the Γ8
“light hole” band with higher dispersion near zone center. These bands are degenerate
at Γ(000), split because of the difference in dispersion at small crystal momentum
k, after which the bands run almost parallel for larger k. This nonparabolicity is
also a characteristic both of the Γ6 conduction band and of the third-highest valence
band, referred to as the spin split-off band. This band has symmetry Γ7 and lies
approximately 0.341 eV below the Γ8 valence bands’ peaks.
The basic splitting scheme at the zone center for these three highest-energy valence
bands can be understood by coupling the orbital angular momenta of the p orbitals
directly to the spin of the charge carriers, due to a strong spin–orbit interaction [[29]].
See Table 2.2, page 14. In p-type material this leaves us with a majority of charge
carriers that are holes with total angular momentum j = 3
2
. In the literature this
total angular momentum j is sometimes referred to as effective spin, and even more
confusingly, merely as spin.
Although the parabolic heavy hole band has a much higher density of states near
the Fermi level than the other valence bands, for sufficiently high hole density ρh
the nonparabolicity of the light hole and split-off bands can significantly affect the
occupation balance of free holes among the three valence bands. In fact, details of
hole band occupation can be surprisingly important in the magnetic properties of
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Ga1−xMnxAs, showing up in seemingly unexpected and macroscopically significant
ways. For example, if only one hole band were occupied in Ga1−xMnxAs the observed
compressive strain ↔ in-plane magnetic easy axis and tensile strain ↔ out-of-plane
easy axis relationships would be reversed entirely [[30]].
Defects in GaAs
While knowledge of fundamental properties of semiconductors such as the symme-
try of the crystalline lattice, the nature of the bonding, and electronic band structures,
is certainly a prerequisite for understanding materials properties, in many cases defects
actually dominate the measured properties of real samples. Although this domina-
tion complicates the study of materials, especially in the early stages, the controlled
introduction of defects is the founding principle of virtually all semiconductor-based
electronics and optics [[31]]. Weber [[31]] gives a very readable overview of defect classi-
fication and provides short narratives of the historical development of understanding
of certain defects in some of the more technologically important semiconductors. No-
tably, Weber refers to the so-called EL2 (electron level 2) defect in GaAs which has
been determined to be related to the As antisite defect AsGa [[32–38]]; and he refers to
the mysterious n-type background dopant in GaN that was widely assumed to be a
N vacancy VN but instead turned out to be a substitutional O impurity ON [[39, 40]].
The notation for defects is defectlocation, so that AsGa stands for an arsenic atom on a
gallium site.
The defects present in samples are, of course, related to the history of sample
preparation: growth, subsequent treatments such as annealing and ion implantation,
etc. Temperature plays a particularly important role as it relates to activation energies
for the mobility of various defects. One can think of defects as being local minima in
the free energy for the landscape of all possible bond arrangements in the solid. High
temperatures are typically preferred when one wishes to prepare a thermodynamically
stable phase, so that as many defects as possible can be mobilized and bonds can
eventually find the global minimum, which is the desired configuration.
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Low-temperature growth techniques, such as low-temperature molecular beam epi-
taxy (LT-MBE), are employed instead when one wants to achieve nonequilibrium
growth of a material. LT-MBE growth is what enabled the incorporation of Mn into
III1−xMnxV at concentrations high enough to produce DMS [[16]]. LT-MBE had previ-
ously been used to grow GaAs, and, these results can provide some insight into the
kinds of non-Mn-related defects that should be present in Ga1−xMnxAs.
GaAs LT-MBE growth is carried out between 200 and 300◦C [[41, 42]], consistent
with Ga1−xMnxAs growth conditions. Structural properties have been studied with
XRD [[41,42]], and specific defects have investigated using optical absorption techniques
as well as EPR and STM, according to Liu et al. [[41]] and references therein. These
structural and electronic data show that defects in LT MBE GaAs are mainly As
antisites AsGa (substitution of Ga by As) and Ga vacancies VGa. The amount of As
interstitals AsI is negligible [[41]].
It is observed that as the growth temperature is decreased, the stoichiometry shifts
towards As, so that for lower growth temperature there is a higher incidence of AsGa
and [[41–43]]. By far the most plentiful defect, and responsible for the observed con-
ductivity [[44]], is GaAs, with VGa playing a supporting role by compensating some of
the AsGa donor defects [[41]]. The AsGa alone is also found to account for the large
lattice expansion [[41]].
2.1.2 Mn in GaAs
Ohno et al.’s reported growth of Ga1−xMnxAs [[16]] was not the first time GaAs
had been doped with Mn. In fact the same group, in their 1989 Physical Review
Letters article [[15]] announcing the growth of the first III-V DMS (In1−xMnxAs), also
mentioned the growth of Ga1−xMnxAs via LT-MBE. Although they reported ferromag-
netic behavior, they did not report the amount of Mn incorporated, and their substrate
temperature of 400◦C implies the presence of secondary phases in the Ga1−xMnxAs.
At any rate, little if any mention seems to have been made of Ga1−xMnxAs after-
wards until the announcement in the 1996 paper [[16]]. It would appear reasonable
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to take their claim in the 1996 paper, of the first growth of the ferromagnetic DMS
Ga1−xMnxAs, additionally as confirmation that the 1989 Ga1−xMnxAs sample was not
a true (substitutional) DMS.
Before the advent of III-V DMS through nonequilibrium LT-MBE growth [[15]], Mn
was studied as both an unintentional and an intentional dopant of GaAs. Almeleh and
Goldstein performed EPR measurements in 1962 [[45]] on GaAs intentionally doped
with Mn up to a concentration of 1023–1024 m−3, or x ≈ 10−5. They reported that it
behaved as an acceptor, that its activation energy for diffusion in GaAs was 2.75 eV,
and that these observations were consistent with the logical expectation that Mn
should substitute for Ga.
Klein [[26]] documented Mn as a trace element in bulk GaAs, and noted that it mi-
grated to the surface upon heat treatment of 90 minutes to 24 hours at 1010 K. While
this is much higher than the 450–500K annealing temperatures used for Ga1−xMnxAs,
that was necessary for sufficient mobility of the MnGa. (By contrast, in annealing
a Ga1−xMnxAs sample one would prefer the MnGa to be completely immobile, and
instead only drive out the MnI.) In that work, a photoluminescence (PL) band ob-
served at 1.41 eV PL band was assigned definitively to the MnGa. The Mn depth
profile as measured by SIMS, started at 6 ? 1023 m−3, or x ≈ 3 ? 10−5, at the surface
and dropped to much less than 1023 m−3 in the bulk. By means of comparison, an
intentionally-doped reference sample had a Mn concentration of 4.9 ? 1023 m−3, which
would correspond to x = [Mn] a3/4 = 2 ? 10−5 in Ga1−xMnxAs, much lower than the
typical DMS range of x ≈ 0.01–0.1.
Another example of growth of such samples is found in a 1987 paper [[27]] by
Schneider et al. on ESR of Mn in GaAs. This GaAs:Mn was grown via the Czochralski
technique, with the Mn dopant introduced during crystal growth. SIMS showed the
Mn concentration to be 1023 m−3, or x ≈ 5 ? 10−6, while the material was weakly
p-type with a hole concentration of 4 ? 1023 m−3.
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2.1.3 Ga1−xMnxAs as a DMS
As mentioned earlier in section 1.5.2, nonequilibrium LT-MBE growth was the
key to the incorporation of substitutional Mn in concentrations high enough for the
Ga1−xMnxAs to be considered a DMS, typically x & 0.01, or [Mn] & 2 ? 1026 m−3.
This is an extremely high doping level, and really falls into the range that many would
term “alloying” rather than “doping.” Efforts have proceeded on many fronts, both
experimental and theoretical, to understand and optimize this DMS. While the pri-
mary goal of much of the experimental work has been the yet-unrealized achievement
of useful room temperature ferromagnetism, an enormous amount of additional knowl-
edge has been amassed along the way. While MnGa is not considered a defect in the
context of Ga1−xMnxAs (in fact it is the desired location of the Mn), it is a defect in
the traditional sense and in the context of the host crystal GaAs. As such it disturbs
the symmetry, lattice constant, charge distribution, carrier density, and overall band
structure of the GaAs by its presence; and all of these factors play important roles in
the observed ferromagnetic properties.
The interplay between experiment and theory is perhaps especially important in
a developing subject area like III1−xMnxV DMS research. Theorists need experimental
confirmation of results to tell them which approximations and calculation schemes
are appropriate. Experimentalists also need to compare results with theoretical cal-
culations to understand the often bewildering array of results that arise in a material
whose significant properties depend on subtle details of what are essentially defects.
Therefore, even with a goal of understanding the basic properties of Ga1−xMnxAs
that are observed in experiment, an appropriate place to start is an extensive re-
view of III1−xMnxV DMS theory by Jungwirth, Sinova, Masek, Kucera, and MacDon-
ald [[46]], to be published in Reviews of Modern Physics, but also available on online at
http://unix12.fzu.cz/ms/ as part of the Ferromagnetic Semiconductor Spintronics
Web Project and in the arXiv as http://arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0603380. Note
that this review also refers to significant experimental results where appropriate. It
may also be of interest to compare this review with that published by Ohno in the
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Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic Materials in 1999 [[47]], to see just how much the
field has advanced in seven years.
Mn Incorporation in Ga1−xMnxAs
MnGa is responsible for the ferromagnetic properties of Ga1−xMnxAs, and it accom-
plishes this in two ways. Since its electronic configuration is [Ar]4s23d5, the electrons
in the half-filled d shell have their spins aligned, for a large spin of 5/2. The half-filled
d shell acts almost like a filled orbital, leaving the 4s2 electrons as the easiest to ionize,
and causing the Mn to act chemically very much like a Group-II element. Therefore
in Ga1−xMnxAs as MnGa (sitting on a Group-III site) it acts as an acceptor. MnGa
turns out to be the most stable position for Mn in the GaAs lattice, so it is also the
most common position [[46]]. We can describe possible charge states of this acceptor
as follows [[24,27,46]].
1. A0(3d4) The neutral MnGa acceptor, A
0, in the tight-binding limit, is one where
it has contributed three electrons to the valence band, since it is sitting on a
Group-III lattice site.
2. A
−
(3d5) The 3d5 electron configuration corresponds to the ionized acceptor state,
since in this case the MnGa is contributing only two electrons to the valence band.
3. A0(3d5+hole) An alternative neutral state to the tight-binding limit of A0(3d4)
is to retain the stable 3d5 core and then have a loosely-bound hole in a large
effective mass orbit.
The binding energy for the hole in A0 has been consistently measured as ∼ 0.11 eV
over the years [[46]], but was unclear for some time which of the two A0 states actually
corresponds to the ground state of Mn in GaAs (see [[24, 27, 48–50]] and references
therein). The presence to some degree of both A0 states has been conclusively demon-
strated by direct STM imaging of the A0(3d5+hole) state [[51–53]] and by spin-flip
Raman detection of both neutral states [[48–50]]. Although Sapega, Moreno et al. [[50]]
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assert that the A0(3d4) should provide an important contribution to the observed
ferromagnetism, it seems that current theoretical methods adequately describe the
ferromagnetism without taking A0(3d4) into account. In fact, not the neutral ground
state but the ionized acceptor A
−
is by far the most common state for Mn to be found
in throughout the range of Mn and experimental conditions of interest, due to the
metal-insulator transition at high Mn concentrations [[46]].
Local and Itinerant Magnetic Moments: The Nature of Ga1−xMnxAs Fer-
romagnetism
Knowing the nature of the Mn acceptor state in Ga1−xMnxAs gives us a starting
point from which to describe the nature of ferromagnetic interactions in this DMS. An
excellent outline of different kinds of magnetic interactions is given in the Jungwirth
et al. review article [[46]]. I will summarize here the essentials of these mechanisms,
since that is necessary to put the interactions actually involved in Ga1−xMnxAs ferro-
magnetism in perspective.
1. magnetic dipole-dipole interaction. The interaction strength between two mo-
ments separated by a lattice constant is estimated by Jungwirth et al. to be
∼ 1 K, or 10−4 eV. This is weak enough to be unimportant for generating
ferromagnetic order. See also section 1.2.
2. spin-orbit coupling. The spin of an electron interacts with the effective magnetic
field resulting from its orbital motion [[54–56]]. This effect is very important for
magnetic anisotropy, but generally not important for onset of magnetic order.
3. exchange interactions. Exchange interactions are effective magnetic interactions
(actually resulting from electrostatic Coulomb interactions) and only occur for
electronic wavefunctions that are overlapping in space. Since the Pauli exclusion
principle requires that the overall wavefunction is antisymmetric, it is generally
not possible to change relative orientation of the spins without affecting the
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overlapping charge distribution [[57]]. This change in overlap changes the energy
of the resulting state is a way that is dependent upon spin orientation.
(a) direct exchange (Heisenberg) This is simply an exchange interaction as de-
scribed above, occurring between two local spins and corresponding to the
energy difference between a symmetric and and antisymmetric orbital wave-
function.
(b) itinerant exchange (Stoner) Parallel spin polarization of itinerant (delo-
calized) charge carriers reduces wave function overlap, reducing repulsive
interactions between charges. However, this effect competes with the band
energy minimization that occurs by doubly occupying each Bloch state
(which can only happen with paired spins). If the system has a large den-
sity of states at the Fermi energy, spin polarization can cost very little
kinetic energy while saving exchange interaction energy. Since itinerant ex-
change by definition applies specifically to delocalized spins that are part of
band structure, this effect is not the major one driving the ferromagnetism
in III1−xMnxV DMS, which have localized Mn spins.
(c) superexchange (Kramer) In this case one has a system of local moments
separated by a non-magnetic atom. When an electron is transferred from
the nonmagnetic to the magnetic atom, it interacts via direct exchange
with the local moment of the magnetic atom. The non-magnetic atom,
coupled to all of its neighbors, therefore becomes polarized to some degree.
So superexchange proceeds as the net effect of two direct exchange inter-
actions, and their relative sign determines whether the superexchange is
ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic.
(d) double exchange (Zener) Although this case also has an intermediate non-
magnetic atom, in this case the polarization of the non-magnetic atom is
not considered. A pair of localized magnetic atoms with differing numbers
of electrons in their magnetic shells can communicate by magnetic shell
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electrons hopping through the intermediate non-magnetic atom. The net
effect is a ferromagnetic interaction, because
i. Hund’s rules [[55]] indicate that the lowest energy in partially-filled
shells is achieved by parallel spin alignment, and
ii. parallel spin alignment decreases the magnetic electrons’ kinetic energy
by increasing the hopping probability.
Double exchange most likely to be important at low Mn doping and in wide
bandgap materials.
(e) kinetic exchange; indirect exchange (Zener) This exchange mechanism is
basically the weak coupling limit of Zener’s double exchange. In this case,
rather than propagating via tightly-bound carriers that hop between the
localized magnetic moments (double exchange), the effective exchange be-
tween localized magnetic moments is mediated by delocalized charge carri-
ers. The net exchange interaction between local moments is ferromagnetic
when the charge carriers are associated with the local moment site, and
it is antiferromagnetic when this effect results from hybridization between
the local moment and charge carriers on neighboring sites. The delocalized
nature of the charge carriers automatically carries this exchange interaction
to multiple localized moments.
A distinction is also often made between effective exchange and direct exchange (3a).
Effective exchange refers to an interaction that occurs between magnetic moments
that don’t overlap directly, and typically can be described as a sequence of direct
exchange interactions. Therefore the term effective exchange is meant to encompass
every kind of exchange on the above list other than direct exchange.
Zener’s indirect exchange, 3e, sometimes referred to as kinetic exchange, is the
mechanism that applies most directly to ferromagnetism in Ga1−xMnxAs. The accep-
tor nature of MnGa ensures that not only are the localized 3d Mn spins present, but
there are also delocalized charge carriers to mediate the indirect exchange. The 4p
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levels at the top of the valence band are more strongly associated with the As sub-
lattice (see discussion of GaAs bond ionicity on p. 24), which means they are limited
in their overlap with the Mn d electrons, weakening the direct exchange between the
3d spins and the 4s holes. In this case the dominant interaction is instead antiferro-
magnetic p–d hybridization [[46]]. Hybridization is nothing other than the energy level
repulsion of similar electron states; it is the same thing that creates band structure
in the first place, and it is often described mathematically in quantum mechanics by
taking linear combinations of non-interacting orbitals. In this case we can understand
the effect qualitatively by expecting that the states with like spin will “repel” each
other. Given filled, spin-down Mn levels deep in the valence band, and unfilled, spin-
up Mn levels high in the conduction band, such level repulsion will split the energy of
the 4p valence band by spin, raising the energy of the spin-down valence states and
lowering the energy of the spin-up valence states. It is clear that this interaction is
antiferromagnetic, since lowering the energy of the spin-down 4p states relative to the
Fermi level means creating a majority spin band of charge carriers with opposite spin
from the Mn 3d band.
Defects That Detract From the Ferromagnetic Properties
There are two primary ways in which defects in Ga1−xMnxAs can reduce the overall
strength of ferromagnetic interactions. Charge compensation can lower the density of
charge carriers in the material, which weakens the ferromagnetic state since the charge
carriers mediate the itinerant exchange. In the present case of p-type conductivity,
this refers to unintentional donor defects that donate excess electrons to the crystal.
Magnetic defects that interact antiferromagnetically with the localized Mn moments
also destabilize the ferromagnetic state. Both kinds of defects have the net effect of
lowering TC, so understanding what they are and minimizing their effects is key to
maximizing TC in Ga1−xMnxAs.
The As antisite defect, AsGa, is already familiar from the discussion of defects in
GaAs, beginning on page 15. The lower the growth temperature, the higher the AsGa
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content, so this defect was particularly prevalent in LT-MBE-grown samples [[41–43]].
Because Ga1−xMnxAs requires nonequilibrium LT-MBE growth conditions, it is likely
to suffer the same difficulty. Since AsGa consists of a Group-III element on a Group-V
site, AsGa is a double donor, compensating the MnGa acceptors.
The other major defect in Ga1−xMnxAs is the Mn interstitial defect, MnI [[58]].
Since MnI is not actively involved in the bonding, but it gives up its 4s electrons
readily, it acts as a double donor in Ga1−xMnxAs, compensating the MnGa electrically.
Although in an as-grown sample with x=0.09 approximately 17% of the Mn was
measured to be incorporated as MnI [[58]], it was determined that low-temperature
annealing decreased the observed compensation significantly. Subsequent attempts at
monitoring the annealing even more carefully and carrying it out at lower temperatures
resulted in a considerable increase in TC, up to 140 K from the previous limit of
110 K [[59]]. Further study revealed that the annealing caused MnI to diffuse towards
the open surface of the film and become passivated at the surface [[60]]. While the
activation energy for diffusion of MnGa in GaAs was determined to be 2.75 eV [[45]], it
is estimated to be only 1.4 eV for out-diffusion of MnI [[46,60]]. This energy separation
permits low-temperature annealing to remove MnI without disturbing the MnGa.
MnI that is in registration with the zinc blende lattice [[58]] could be surrounded
by either a tetrahedral arrangement of either Ga (TGa) or As (TAs) [[60, 61]]. When
the MnI is fully ionized, it has given up both 4s electrons to become MnI
2+. Although
the ionicity of the GaAs host crystal has been debated [[28]], it nevertheless must
lie somewhere between the ionic limit, Ga3
+
As3
−
, and the covalent limit, Ga
−
As
+
.
More recently, experimental and theoretical results have converged upon the expected
consensus: there is a small net transfer of charge to the As [[62,63]]. This means that
we would expect the Coulomb force to lower the energy of an MnI
2+ slightly in a TAs
location relative to that in a TGa location [[60]]; other calculations [[61]] indicate that in
compensated Ga1−xMnxAs neither site is preferred, and in p-type material, the TGa
location may be preferred slightly. In all cases, though, calculated energy differences
between TGa and TAs positions are small. Similar considerations would lead one to
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believe that an MnI
2+ can be further stabilized if it is located next to a substitutional
Mn site, MnGa, where the MnGa acts like a group II acceptor and is negatively charged
on average [[60,61]].
Calculations by the same groups [[60,61]] also indicate that the MnI interacts anti-
ferromagnetically with the MnGa to which it is bound, acting to neutralize its magnetic
properties. Experimental results also demonstrate this antiferromagnetic interaction
before annealing [[64]]. Therefore it is understood that the dramatic increases in TC
achieved upon annealing (for example TC = 55 K to TC = 145 K [[64]]) as a result of
MnI out-diffusion are not merely due to increasing ρh, but are also due to magnetic
re-activation of MnGa.
Although AsGa is expected to contribute to charge compensation of MnGa, and
almost certainly did play a role in early Ga1−xMnxAs sample TC’s, AsGa is immobile
in the lattice below a temperature of 450–500◦C [[43,46]]. Since MnGa becomes mobile
at a much lower temperature (annealing temperatures achieving the highest TC are
190◦C [[25]]), researchers seem to be stuck with the amount of AsGa that is initially
grown-in. However, growth using As2 instead of As4 [[65]], as well as careful control
of stoichiometry [[46]], can result in films with no detectable electrical compensation
from AsGa [[25]].
It is also important to note a “self-compensation” effect that arises from the change
in Fermi level that occurs with n-type or p-type doping. Compensation of extra
charges left by donors or acceptors can lower the ground state energy of the crystal.
This means that, aside from changes in band structure that could occur with the
introduction of high densities of impurities, the formation energy of a donor will
be lowered in the presence of an increasing density of acceptor defects, and vice-
versa. Formation energies will also be increased in the presence of an increasing
density of defects of the same type, and in this way defect creation is also self-limiting.
Masek et al. demonstrated theoretically [[66, 67]] that this self-compensation and self-
limitation, rather than changes in band structure, provide the dominant contribution
to changes in formation energy for donors and acceptors in Ga1−xMnxAs. In other
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words, the formation energies of AsGa and MnI, both donors, decrease with increasing
concentration of the desirable MnGa acceptor. A large concentration of either donor,
AsGa or MnI, will suppress the formation of the other donor defect. These theoretical
calculations explain very well the observed increase in MnI that inevitably accompanies
increases in x for Ga1−xMnxAs [[25]].
Curie Temperatures in Ga1−xMnxAs
As indicated in the section on defects in Ga1−xMnxAs, starting on page 15, under-
standing the nature of defects in Ga1−xMnxAs has been the key to improving TC in the
samples. Ohno et al. [[16]] started out with a maximum TC = 60 K for a Ga1−xMnxAs
sample with x = 0.035. Two years later Ohno [[68]] reported TC = 110 K for x = 0.053.
After this report, though, nearly four years passed before any significant increases in
TC were made [[46]].
Researchers reported the potential for TC improvement through low temperature
annealing [[69, 70]]; and Edmonds et al. finally broke the 110 K barrier in 2002, pro-
ducing a TC = 140 K sample with x = 0.06 by careful resistance monitoring of the
annealing process. In a later paper Edmonds et al. [[60]] demonstrated conclusively
that MnI diffusion towards the sample surface was responsible for the increase in con-
ductivity and for the increase in TC. Their data showed that the dominant cause of
the conductivity change is an increase in ρh, and that µh changes are minor.
The current record for TC is TC = 173 K [[25]], for a sample with x = 0.09 total
Mn content as measured by SIMS, but for which x = 0.068 was the amount estimated
to be active after annealing, or not magnetically decoupled by nearby MnI. Thus far
experimental results for high-quality films are consistent [[46]] with the Zener model
of itinerant exchange that was proposed by Dietl et al. [[71]] for zinc blende DMS,
which predicts that TC ∝ xρ1/3h . In other words, there seems to be no fundamental
limit to increasing TC in Ga1−xMnxAs other than the considerable difficulty involved
in successfully incorporating MnGa in higher concentrations, while minimizing MnI.
TC is expected to reach room temperature for an active MnGa level of x = 0.10 [[71]].
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Magnetic Moment
The magnetic moment µ per MnGa in Ga1−xMnxAs is found to be in the range
of 4–5µB [[72]], taking into account the fairly large uncertainty in the measurements.
Arriving at these numbers involved performing electrical measurements to identify the
MnGa and MnI concentrations, and assuming that each MnI removes one MnGa from
the active Mn fraction. Magnetic moment per active MnGa was reported, rather than
per nominally-introduced Mn. (Magnetization per nominally-introduced Mn for the
annealed material, including both MnGa and MnI, was instead in the 3–4µB range.)
This result, consistent over a range of films with nominal Mn concentrations ranging
from x = 2.2–8.4%, agrees precisely with the saturation magnetization of 4.5–4.7µB
predicted by theory. Although the magnetic moment of an individual MnGa would be
5µB because of the 3d
5 electrons, this moment is reduced slightly through antiferro-
magnetic coupling with the 4p band holes [[72]]. While Ohno et al. [[16]] had already
reported a magnetization of approximately 4.4µB per Mn in their original growth of
Ga1−xMnxAs, without any annealing and using the nominal Mn concentration for the
calculation, in light of the above results this has to be regarded as a coincidence.
Lattice parameters in Ga1−xMnxAs
There has been some contention over the dependence of the lattice constant in
Ga1−xMnxAs on the various impurities, both intentional (MnGa) and unintentional
(MnI and AsGa). For example, some DFT (density functional theory) calculations [[73]]
indicate that the increase in lattice constant in Ga1−xMnxAs is almost exclusively due
to MnI and AsGa defects. This would appear to agree with the typically-observed
trend of increasing lattice constant with increasing Mn doping, since concentrations
of MnI and AsGa increase along with MnGa (see the discussion of self-compensation
beginning on page 25). However, careful measurements [[74]] indicate that although
MnI and AsGa do contribute to the observed lattice expansion, the MnGa does in fact
also increase the lattice constant significantly. Jungwirth et al.’s review article [[46]]
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provides a more detailed discussion and additional references.
Magnetocrystalline Anisotropy
Magnetocrystalline anisotropy is the dependence of a ferromagnet’s free energy on
the angular orientation of its magnetic moment. This should be expected, especially
in the case of ferromagnetism mediated by itinerant exchange (see the section on
exchange interactions beginning on p. 20), where the communication between the
spins happens by virtue of the valence band holes [[75]]. From the point of view of any
individual spin, the angular dependence of the surrounding hole density (responsible
for mediating the magnetic interactions) reflects that of the band the holes reside
in. Formally we say that the anisotropy in Ga1−xMnxAs originates from spin-orbit
coupling in the valence band [[46]].
While one might at first expect this anisotropy simply to reflect the underlying
cubic structure of the GaAs host crystal, there are several additional sources of uniaxial
contributions to the anisotropy.
1. Boundary conditions from Maxwell’s equations result in a “shape anisotropy”
which creates a preference for the spins to align parallel to the surface of the
thin films.
2. On any of the crystal faces, the cubic symmetry of the bulk zinc blende crystal
is broken across the diagonal of the cube face. See Figure 2.1 on page 13. This
surface effect can cause an in-plane uniaxial contribution to magnetic anisotropy
in zinc blende materials.
3. Finally, any strain present in the material can result in a uniaxial anisotropy
contribution along that direction, due to the inverse magnetostriction effect.
It turns out in Ga1−xMnxAs that effects due to strain dominate the anisotropy.
While the easy axis (any axis along which a minimum in the free energy functional
lies, and in which direction the magnetization would therefore prefer to point) does
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generally lie in the plane of the film, the (001) plane, as would be expected due
to shape anisotropy, this is better-understood to be a result of biaxial strain in the
Ga1−xMnxAs epitaxial layer [[76,77]]. This strain originates from the lattice expansion
discussed above beginning on page 27, which is responsible for a lattice mismatch
between the GaAs substrate and the Ga1−xMnxAs DMS film. This expansion means
that Ga1−xMnxAs grown on a GaAs substrate experiences compressive strain. Biaxial
tensile strain is typically achieved by growing the Ga1−xMnxAs on top of an GaInAs
film, and results in an out-of-plane easy axis.
Many different groups have characterized the magnetic anisotropy in Ga1−xMnxAs
/ GaAs via a variety of methods, and have found the following results. Some observe
that the easy axes always lie in the in-plane 〈100〉 directions [[78, 79]] as a result of
dominant cubic anisotropy. Others observe that the easy axis starts out in the in-plane
〈100〉 directions at low temperature, accompanied by a small uniaxial anisotropy that
makes the in-plane 〈110〉 directions inequivalent. As the temperature increases the
cubic anisotropy term decreases in magnitude relative to the uniaxial term, such that
at higher temperatures the [110] axis becomes the easy axis [[80–82]]. Finally, some
report a uniaxial easy axis along the [110] direction [[83]]. It seems clear that these
reports of anisotropy are qualitatively consistent.
The inequivalence between [110] and
[
110
]
directions is not yet fully understood. It
evidently does not result from the most apparent potential sources of in-plane uniaxial
anisotropy. Welp et al. demonstrated [[82]] that the in-plane uniaxial anisotropy was
independent of film thickness, and Sawicki et al. [[84]] further showed that etching
away as much as 50% of the annealed Ga1−xMnxAs layer had no effect. These results
together eliminate the possibility of the uniaxial anisotropy being caused by some
kind of surface effect, either the broken cubic symmetry at the film surface due to
unit cell termination (see Figure 2.1 on page 13), or the accumulation of Mn oxide
at the surface. The most likely candidate explanation is that the anisotropic GaAs
(001) plane, on which the sample grows, somehow seeds uniaxial anisotropy that is
propagated through the Ga1−xMnxAs film layer-by-layer during growth [[82]] and is
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therefore present throughout the entire thickness of the film.
Sawicki et al. [[84]] performed a set of careful measurements of both the cubic
and in-plane uniaxial anisotropy contributions under varying temperatures and hole
densities ρh, and mapped out the dependence of the easy axis orientation on these
parameters. They found the easy axis could point in either the (in-plane) 〈100〉, [110],
or
[
110
]
directions depending on conditions. Furthermore they were able to model the
observed magnitude of and temperature and ρh dependence of the magnetic anisotropy
within the Zener model of itinerant exchange, after introducing a phenomenological
trigonal distortion (shear strain ²xy ≈ 5%).
2.2 Ga1−xMnxN
There is much less to say in the review of Ga1−xMnxN materials properties, mostly
because much less is understood about this material. Ga1−xMnxN is, of course, a DMS
based on GaN, which is a wide-bandgap (∼ 3.4 eV) III-V semiconductor. Dietl, Ohno,
and Matsukura generated a great deal of interest in Ga1−xMnxN as a potential solution
to the TC problem by publishing theoretical papers [[71,85]] that predicted, among other
things, a TC for ferromagnetic Ga1−xMnxN (x = 0.05, ρh = 3.5?1020holes·cm−3) signif-
icantly above room temperature. Subsequent attempts at growth and characterization
of Ga1−xMnxN have given widely varying results, ranging from TC = 10 – 20 K [[86]],
to 220 – 370 K [[87]], to 940 K [[88, 89]]. The range of variation in the results has
not been explained satisfactorily; and claims of above-room-temperature ferromag-
netism have not been met with widespread acceptance [[90, 91]]. Furthermore, mate-
rials for which TC was measured to be above room temperature have generally been
n-type rather than p-type, so the model behind the Dietl et al. prediction [[71,85]] for
p-type Ga1−xMnxN cannot apply. In fact, it has proven so difficult to grow p-type
Ga1−xMnxN that it seems likely that this particular high-TC prediction will never be
evaluated directly [[91]].
One of the largest challenges is to demonstrate that secondary phases, or deposits,
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of GaxMny or MnxNy are not present and responsible for the observed magnetic prop-
erties [[90, 92]]. If the predominant phase of Ga1−xMnxN is not ferromagnetic at the
experimental temperature, the magnetic response of a ferromagnetic secondary phase,
present even in very small quantities, could easily dominate the experimental results.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is the most common way to determine the bulk structure of a
sample, but it is not particularly well-suited for detecting small deposits of secondary
phases, since the signal strength and peak width from tiny crystallites is directly
related to their size and quality.
It is not immediately obvious that ferromagnetism resulting from secondary phases
would be undesirable, especially if those phases or clusters of atoms were so small and
well-dispersed as to be undetectable by XRD. However it is at least likely that such
ferromagnetism, resulting from small embedded clusters of material that is otherwise
ferromagnetic in bulk, does not depend on or interact much with the host GaN crystal
or band structure. In that case, not only are well-understood Zener itinerant exchange
models completely inappropriate for describing the magnetic materials properties,
but also low polarization of the charge carriers would be likely. Low charge carrier
polarization is undesirable for implementing spintronic devices.
Pearton et al. have written a number of reviews that include information on
Ga1−xMnxN. Their most recent review [[93]], appearing in Journal of Physics: Con-
densed Matter, supercedes the review they published in Materials Science and Engi-
neering: R: Reports [[94]]. The review in the Journal of Applied Physics [[95]] provides
a broader overview of wide bandgap ferromagnetic semiconductors, and additionally
contains a table listing materials parameters for III–N semiconductors. Those searching
for a different viewpoint may wish to consult a slightly more recent but less-organized
review by Liu et al. [[91]].
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Chapter 3
Structural Characterization of
Samples
3.1 Raman Scattering
3.1.1 Raman Theory
Semiclassical Theory
Raman scattering is one of the two primary, complementary methods for mea-
suring vibrational modes of materials (the other primary method is infrared, or IR,
absorption). Since Raman scattering involves the inelastic scattering of light from
phonons, it can be considered to be a three-body interaction involving an incident
photon, with angular frequency ωphotI, and wavevector kI; a scattered photon with
angular frequency ωphotS, and wavevector kS; and a phonon with wavevector q. As
phonons either created or annihilated in this interaction, it is strictly necessary to
treat the phenomenon of Raman scattering within the quantum-mechanical frame-
work known as second quantization. However, a straightforward semiclassical model
of the Raman effect explains many of its features in an exceptionally clear manner.
While IR absorption is related to the polarization of the material, Raman scattering
is related instead to the polarizability, or electric susceptibility, of the material. Electric
susceptibility,
˜˜
χe, connects the electric polarization
˜
P and the electric field
˜
E as follows:
˜
P =
˜˜
χe ·
˜
E.
˜˜
χe is a tensor which obeys certain symmetry considerations depending on the symmetry
of the material (see Nye [[96]]). This macroscopic description of Raman scattering will
follow closely the presentation in Yu and Cardona [[97]].
The presence of a phonon will modulate
˜˜
χe at the frequency of the phonon, ωphon,
which can be expressed by performing a Taylor expansion of
˜˜
χe as a series in
˜
Q(
˜
r, t),
the lattice wave of atomic displacements.
˜˜
χe =
˜˜
χe
∣∣∣
0
+
∂
˜˜
χe
∂
˜
Q
∣∣∣
0
·
˜
Q(
˜
r, t) + . . .
=
˜˜
χe
∣∣∣
0
+
∂
˜˜
χe
∂
˜
Q
∣∣∣
0
·
˜
Q
(˜
q, ωphon0
)
cos
(˜
q ·
˜
r − ωphon0t
)
+ . . .
This expansion is carried out by making the quasistatic approximation, which amounts
to saying that the time variation of
˜
Q(
˜
r, t) is slow compared to the electronic response
time. Therefore
˜
Q(
˜
r, t) acts like a static polarization from the perspective of
˜˜
χe.
Combined with the electric field from the incident light, oscillating at a frequency of
ωphotI, we get:
˜
P =
˜
P0 + Pind
=
˜
P0 +
∂
˜˜
χe
∂
˜
Q
∣∣∣
0
·
˜
Q
(˜
q, ωphon0
)
cos
(˜
q ·
˜
r − ωphon0t
) ·
˜
Einc
(
˜
kI, ωphotI
)
cos
(
˜
kI ·
˜
r − ωphotIt
)
=
˜
P0 +
1
2
∂
˜˜
χe
∂
˜
Q
∣∣∣
0
·
˜
Q
(˜
q, ωphon0
) ·
˜
Einc
(
˜
kI, ωphotI
) . . .
. . .
{
cos
([
˜
kI +
˜
q
] ·
˜
r − [ωphotI + ωphon0] t)+ cos([
˜
kI −
˜
q
] ·
˜
r − [ωphotI − ωphon] t)}
,
after application of a product to sum trigonometric identity. This reveals that the
product of the two frequencies ωphotI and ωphon0 results in a polarization that oscillates
at two different frequencies, ωphotI ± ωphon0. This oscillating polarization results in a
re-radiated electromagnetic wave at both of these frequencies.
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The Raman effect therefore results in sidebands on the Rayleigh-scattered light,
separated from the laser line by the energy of the vibrational excitation. These side-
bands actually correspond to the creation of a phonon on the low-energy side (Stokes
scattering) and the annihilation of a phonon on the high-energy side (anti-Stokes
scattering), which means that the relative cross section for Stokes and anti-Stokes
scattering depends on the phonon population, or temperature. Under typical exper-
imental conditions, the Stokes peaks are more intense than the anti-Stokes, so the
Stokes peaks are more commonly measured. The idea of creation and annihilation
of phonons, though, does not fit into the macroscopic classical theory; and must be
explained in terms of a microscopic quantum-mechanical description.
Raman selection rules can be explained in terms of the macroscopic classical model
already introduced. Since the inelastic light scattering results from re-radiation of an
electromagnetic wave from the fluctuating part of the polarization (labeled Pind above),
its intensity will be proportional to this induced polarization as follows:
IS ∝
∣∣∣∣∣εˆI · ∂ ˜˜χe∂
˜
Q
∣∣∣
0
·
˜
Q
(˜
q, ωphon0
) · εˆS
∣∣∣∣∣
2
,
where εˆI and εˆS are unit vectors pointing in the direction of polarization of the incident
and scattered light, respectively. We can summarize the selection rules created by
the combination of the crystalline symmetry, contained in the electric susceptibility,
χe, and the phonon symmetry, contained in the lattice vector,
˜
Q(
˜
r, t), by defining the
Raman tensor,
˜˜
R, which connects the incident and scattered polarization unit vectors.
˜˜
R ≡
∂
˜˜
χe
∂
˜
Q
∣∣∣
0
· Qˆ(˜q, ωphon0)
IS ∝
∣∣εˆI ·
˜˜
R · εˆS
∣∣2
Quantum-Mechanical Description
A more nuanced understanding of Raman scattering requires a more accurate
quantum-mechanical treatment. There is more than one way to calculate the cross
section of phonon Raman scattering via quantum mechanics, leading to results which
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look somewhat different [[97–99]]. The form written below is again that of Yu and
Cardona [[97]], since it can provide a clear explanation of some additional features of
Raman scattering. The following expression shows a term corresponding to one of six
possible Feynman diagrams that represent one-phonon Stokes scattering:
IS ∝
[
2pi
~
] ∣∣∣∣∣∑
n,n′
〈i|He-R
(
ωphotI
) |n〉 〈n|He-ion |n′〉 〈n′|He-R(ωphotS) |i〉[
~ωphotI − (En − Ei)
] [
~ωphotI − ~ωphot0 − (En′ − Ei)
] + · · · ∣∣∣∣∣
2
. . .
. . . ? δ
(
~ωphotI − ~ωphotS − ~ωphon0
)
, (3.1)
where He-R is the electron-radiation interaction Hamiltonian, He-ion is the electron-
ion interaction Hamiltonian, E is the energy of an electronic state of the crystal
(indicated by the subscript, where i is the initial state), and the sum over |n〉 and
|n′〉 goes over all possible electronic states of the crystal. The term above shows the
essential features present in all the terms, which mainly differ in details of the product
in the denominator. The remaining five terms would simply be added into the squared
sum at the location of the horizontal dots (· · · ).
The Raman scattering process happens in one step (the adding happens before
squaring, see equation (3.1)). Therefore transitions to intermediate states are really
virtual transitions, for which conservation of energy is not required. An important
consequence of the sum over these virtual transitions is the resonant Raman effect.
Note that the depicted denominator in equation (3.1) will get very small for incident
photon energies approaching the energies of a virtual transition, for example when the
photon energy matches a peak in the electronic density of states, such as the band
gap energy for the crystal.
Conservation of Crystal Momentum
Phonons in crystals exhibit dispersion relationships, or band structure, resulting
from the translational symmetry of the lattice, analogous to electronic band structure.
A quantity called crystal momentum describes the phase change of the vibration from
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one unit cell to the next, and does in fact appear in calculations in a conservation of
momentum kind of framework. This crystal momentum is basically interchangeable
with the concept of the wavevector
˜
q of the vibration, which is measured in reciprocal
space. A vibration with
˜
q = 0 is one where there is no phase change from one unit
cell to the next, which means that it is uniform throughout the entire crystal: it is
a vibration with infinite wavelength. A vibration with very small
˜
q has a very small
phase change from one unit cell to the next and therefore a very long wavelength.
Light in or near the visible range is typically used as the excitation in Raman
scattering experiments. Since this light has such a long wavelength (hundreds of nm)
compared to the length of a unit cell (less than one nm), it tends to interact with
very long-wavelength vibrations. Conservation of momentum for the scattering pro-
cess appears in this context as net conservation of wavevector involving the incident
and scattered photons and the phonon. This means that the largest possible phonon
wavevector
˜
q corresponding to phonon creation (annihilation) occurs in a backscatter-
ing (forward scattering) configuration, and is simply a factor of two times the photon
wavevector
˜
k. Compared to the size of the Brillouin zone, q ≤ 2k is still quite small.
We are therefore dealing with vibrational modes with
˜
q nearly zero, so for the pur-
poses of Raman selection rules it can be approximated that these modes have the
symmetries given by group theory for the zone center modes.
Defects in Crystals; Polycrystalline Samples
The observation of a typical discrete Lorentzian peak in a first-order Raman spec-
trum is purely the result of wavevector conservation. Although any particular branch
of vibrational modes takes on a quasi-continuous energy spectrum, as illustrated by
the dispersion relations, the restriction of wavevector conservation means that only
one particular energy value out of the whole band is actually measured in a first-order
Raman scattering event. Wavevector conservation also depends on the full transla-
tional symmetry of the crystal. If translational symmetry is compromised, then unit
cells don’t repeat perfectly regularly, and the phase shift of the vibration from one
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unit cell to the next (the wavevector of the vibration) also becomes less regular.
The underlying symmetry of the lattice is always broken to some degree in a
real sample, whether due to defects, impurities, or finite crystallite size. The more
this symmetry is broken, the more ill-defined the concept of vibrational wavevector
becomes. In practice, we observed the effect this has on the Raman spectrum as a
loosening of the Raman selection rules, and as a broadening of the Raman peaks.
Loosening of the selection rules allows, for example, peaks to “leak” through into
spectra where they are forbidden (where
∣∣εˆI ·
˜˜
R · εˆS
∣∣2 = 0), although this is not the
only mechanism to lead to such leakage. (A certain amount of leakage occurs simply
because the finite solid angle that the collection lens subtends means that one is never
only observing light traveling exactly along a particular crystalline axis.) Broadening
of the Raman peaks can be thought of as smearing out
˜
q along the phonon energy
dispersion curve as wavevector conservation becomes less and less important. In fact,
as the material becomes more and more disordered, the Raman spectrum should
approximately approach a weighted phonon density of states.
Some amount of modification of the form of expected wavevector conservation is
required even in an ideal sample, when significant absorption is present. The attenua-
tion of the incident light intensity as it travels through the sample actually smears out
˜
k. Observation of this effect in spectra is moderated by the fact that optical phonon
dispersion curves are generally very flat near zone center.
3.1.2 Raman Experimental
Raman measurements were carried out on a Dilor XY Triple Spectrograph with a
liquid nitrogen-cooled charge-coupled detector (CCD). Operating in subtractive mode,
this spectrometer has a resolution of approximately 1 cm−1 near the 514.5 nm Argon
line used for phonon excitation. Measurements were carried out in ambient conditions
in a confocal backscattering geometry using a 100x air objective lens, but some care
had to be taken to avoid visibly marking the Ga1−xMnxAs thin films with the laser
through thermal damage as a result of its high power density. This concern did not
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exist for the Ga1−xMnxN samples, which had very low absorption at the Ar
+
laser
wavelengths used, due to the large bandgap.
3.2 Discussion of Structural Characterization
3.2.1 Ga1−xMnxN
Secondary Phases
The first task was to see whether Raman measurements would support or con-
tradict XRD determinations of the presence or absence of secondary phases; see also
comments on the secondary phase problem in section 2.2, which begins on page 30.
The samples I measured were grown via gas-source MBE on (0001) sapphire sub-
strates by the Abernathy group at the University of Florida: representative growth
conditions are given in the following references [[86, 100]]. A GaN buffer layer was
grown on the sapphire, followed by the epitaxial Ga1−xMnxN film growth. Additional
references [[101,102]] also serve to indicate the extent of magnetic and structural char-
acterization carried out by the University of Florida group. Measurements reported
include high-resolution XRD, extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS), high-
resolution cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM), optical absorption,
semiconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) measurements, and magneto-
transport measurements.
XRD, which useful as an initial screening for the presence of secondary phases
[[86, 100, 102]], does not necessarily rule out secondary phases conclusively. By the
nature of the XRD measurement, the signal of a compound gets significantly weaker
as it gets more disordered, and as crystallite size decreases. It is conceivable that as
growth conditions are optimized and the secondary phases become smaller and more
disordered, that they could fall below their XRD detection limit but still dominate the
measured magnetic properties of the material. Some samples were also studied with
TEM [[100]]. While this will provide unambiguous determination of the uniformity of
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the atomic structure, this measurement necessarily occurs on such a small sample vol-
ume that it many not be sufficient to convince skeptics who wonder about uniformity
of the samples on a larger scale (especially since the SQUID experiments measure the
bulk magnetic response). EXAFS measurements potentially provide one of the best
means for detecting the presence of secondary phases. These measurements provide
element-specific information about the nature of local bonding. A determination can
be made, for example, about the average local environment of all the Mn ions in the
crystal, so the presence of secondary phases should change the EXAFS Mn signal.
The disadvantage of these measurements lies in the difficulty of interpreting the re-
sults. Sophisticated calculations are required to model the response and compare with
experimental results, and as such it is still possible for EXAFS results to be less than
conclusive. As I began this project, some EXAFS data had been collected, but mod-
eling had not yet been performed. Since that time, the University of Florida group
has published their EXAFS results [[102]], which provide additional evidence of the
single-phase nature of some samples.
The structural characterization I performed via Raman spectroscopy was intended
to give a much-needed alternative perspective on the possible existence of secondary
phases in the samples. There are several aspects of Raman measurements which al-
lowed me to make some unique contributions to answering the question of secondary
phases. Raman does not suffer from exactly the same limitations as XRD does re-
garding sample crystallinity. Although certain aspects of Raman measurements, such
as wavevector conservation in the scattering process (a condition involving photon
wavevector and crystal momentum), depend on crystallinity, the presence of a de-
tectable signal does not fundamentally require a crystalline sample; rather it requires
regular vibrations of the material in question.
This point is well-illustrated simply on the basis of the existence of Raman spectra
of liquids and gases. The situation in disordered atomic crystals does remain some-
what worse, simply because there aren’t several magnitude scales for bond strength
present; disorder in a crystal, in contrast to that in a molecular liquid or gas, directly
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Table 3.1: Ga1−xMnxN samples, set A. The columns labeled “Quality” and “Homo-
geneity” give the qualitative results from Raman spectroscopy of the samples.
x ID Buffer Quality Homogeneity XRD
0.03 A3 MOCVD crystalline homogeneous single phase
0.05 A5s MBE broad homogeneous single phase
0.05 A5m MBE crystalline inhomogeneous multiple phase
0.09 A9 broad homogenous single phase
0.5 A50 MBE broad inhomogeneous multiple phase
and significantly affects the bonds whose vibrations are being measured. While peak
intensities do decrease significantly as one traverses the spectrum from high-quality
crystal to amorphous material, peak areas do not decrease nearly as rapidly, so an
amorphous material can still exhibit a detectable and identifiable Raman spectrum.
All this means that, while lack of evidence for secondary phases in a Raman spectrum
does not completely rule out their existence, Raman spectroscopy does have a chance
of detecting the presence of a secondary phase that is not detectable by XRD.
Another aspect of Raman spectroscopy that is useful in this context is the spatial
resolution that can be achieved. The µ-Raman system that I used is capable of micron-
scale spatial resolution, limited mainly by the resolution of the 100x objective lens that
focuses the laser and through which the signal is collected. While this is certainly larger
than size scale of secondary phases that would be detectable by XRD, it provides a
convenient scale in-between bulk measurements like XRD and EXAFS, and very small-
scale measurements like TEM, on which to search for sample inhomogeneities. In this
case, while inhomogeneity in the Raman spectrum of the sample on the µm scale or
larger may not directly provide the signature of a secondary phase, it does indicate a
nonuniform sample that is therefore less desirable for magnetic characterization.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic phonon dispersion curve for GaN. Phonon mode energies at the
Γ-point are given on the vertical axis in cm−1, and the two phonon modes typically
observed in a backscattering Raman geometry are starred. Raman-inactive modes
(for any geometry) are each indicated with a gray X. Longitudinal modes are given
as solid lines, and transverse modes are given as dotted lines. A1 modes, for which
vibrations are polarized parallel to the c-axis (optical axis), are given in blue, and E1
modes, for which vibrations are polarized perpendicular to the c-axis, are given in red.
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Measurements
Wurtzite materials such as GaN belong to point group 6mm (C6v) and space
group P63mc [[103,104]]. Arguello, Rosseau, and Porto [[103]] give a particularly clear
explanation of relevant considerations for first-order Raman scattering in wurtzite
crystals, giving Raman tensors, scattering diagrams, and explaining the competition
between the uniaxial anisotropy in the force constants and the LO–TO splitting by
the LO electric field. For GaN the electrostatic forces dominate, leading to an LO–TO
splitting larger than the A1–E1 splitting, so the phonon dispersion can be depicted
schematically as in Figure 3.1 on page 41. The Raman tensors for wurtzite materials
can be found in Hayes and Loudon [[99]], and they indicate that the only two modes
observable in a backscattering geometry are the E22 mode at 568 cm
−1 and the A1(LO)
mode at 734 cm−1. This pair of dominant peaks (along with a peak near 420 cm−1
from the sapphire substrate) can be seen easily in the inset to Figure 3.4 on page 45.
The introduction of disorder results in disorder-induced scattering as a result of the
breakdown of wavevector conservation; and in the extreme case the Raman spectrum
should approach the phonon density of states.
I performed µ-Raman spectroscopy on an initial set of samples, some of which were
known to have secondary phases due to XRD measurements, and others for which no
secondary phases were detected. See Table 3.1 for a description of the samples and
a summary of the Raman results. The spectra clearly show evidence of disorder
in the Ga1−xMnxN samples, and the amount of disorder and spatial inhomogeneity
varies from sample to sample. The spectra overall had broad peaks similar to the
expected phonon density of states [[105–107]], and corresponded well with spectra from
nanocrystalline GaN [[108]], low-quality MBE-grown GaN [[109]], ion-implanted GaN
[[110]], and Ga1−xMnxN [[107]] reported in the literature. See Figure 3.2 on page 43 for
a typical example spectrum for comparison. It is notable that no clear, unique signal
corresponding to a Mn vibration was detected: such a signal should have increased
along with increasing Mn content. The dominant spectral effects of increasing Mn
content were consistent with increase of disorder in the samples that could result from
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Figure 3.2: Raman spectrum of disordered Ga1−xMnxN, sample A5s.
the introduction of any number of different impurities [[110]], and therefore only an
indirect indication of the presence of Mn.
The samples with high Mn content, known already to contain secondary phases,
also showed evidence of spatial inhomogeneity via their Raman spectra: see Figure 3.3
on page 44. It is informative that such spatial inhomogeneity corresponded primarily
with samples for which secondary phases had been detected. Evidently conditions for
which XRD-detectable secondary phases can be produced are also conditions which do
not promote uniform film growth. It is tempting to assert that the secondary phases
themselves, although evidently lacking a distinct Raman signature separable from the
amorphous GaN signal, are nonuniformly distributed in the sample, influencing the
disorder, and thereby indirectly causing the inhomogeneity in the Raman spectra.
However, such an assertion would be overreaching somewhat. A summary of the
Raman homogeneity determinations can be found in Table 3.1.
Samples also exhibited a variety of optical properties visible either to the naked
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Figure 3.3: Example of Ga1−xMnxN spatial inhomogeneity. These spectra have had
radiation background spikes removed manually. Spectra were collected from different
locations on sample A50, unsurprisingly the most inhomogeneous sample measured,
due to its 50% Mn content.
eye or under the microscope. The inhomogeneous, higher-Mn content samples were
visibly dark and nontransparent. When viewed under the microscope, these samples
appeared to contain small nontransparent granules, which were just large enough to
be resolved under the 100x objective lens. On the scale of the field of view of the
microscope, these granules were distributed fairly uniformly, but on a larger scale
the density of granules changed somewhat from location to location on the samples.
It did not prove possible to correlate a change in Raman spectra with a change in
granular density. Other samples appeared transparent to the naked eye, but when
examined under the optical microscope, contained tiny rod-shaped objects scattered
throughout the field of view. Raman measurements stepping across some of these rods
were consistent with GaN crystallites at different orientations.
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Table 3.2: Ga1−xMnxN samples, set B.
x Oxygen ID Buffer Annealed
0.03 yes B3+Oa MOCVD yes
0.03 yes B3+O MOCVD no
0.05 yes B5+O MOCVD no
0.05 no B5 MOCVD no
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Figure 3.4: Raman comparison of Ga1−xMnxN sample set B. Spectra are normalized
to the tallest GaN peak, E22 , and zeroed the left corner of the plot, so that the peak
shapes in the 500–800cm−1 region can be compared. Intensity between the main GaN
peaks, due to disorder in the samples, can be seen to decrease in the order B5 >
B5+O > B3+O > B3+Oa. A striking improvement in quality upon the introduction
of oxygen is noted.
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Once it was confirmed that the Raman results were consistent with the XRD (and
tentative EXAFS) determination of single-phase material, I obtained a new set of
high-quality samples with varying Mn content from the University of Florida, some co-
doped with oxygen. See Table 3.2 on page 45 for a description of these samples, which
I will refer to as sample set B. The oxygen-doped samples had given some indication
in the University of Florida measurements of having better magnetic properties for a
given Mn concentration [[111]]. These newest samples had Raman spectra indicative
of much higher-quality GaN material, see Figure 3.4 on page 45, and compare with
Figure 3.2 on page 43. The spectra were also very spatially homogeneous across the
samples. More detailed examination revealed the existence of some disorder-related
changes occurring as sample preparation conditions changed. Figure 3.4 demonstrates
clearly that the samples have more intensity in the disorder region between the E22 and
A1(LO) peaks than does the pure GaN buffer. In fact, this disorder appears slightly
lower for the 3% Mn samples than for the 5% Mn samples, slightly lower yet for the
annealed 3% Mn sample, and significantly higher for the sample that was not co-doped
with oxygen.
Ga1−xMnxN is transparent when relatively defect-free, due to its high band gap.
While the sample transparency was helpful in terms of Raman signal strength, due
to both the resulting increase in scattering volume, and also the increase in available
power density due to lack of absorption and overheating, the transparency made it
difficult to determine how much of the Raman spectrum was actually due to the film
itself and how much was due to the GaN buffer layer between the sapphire substrate
and the Ga1−xMnxN film. Sapphire peaks in the Raman spectra were a clear indication
that the observed peaks did not just come from the Ga1−xMnxN epitaxial layer. To
learn more about the disorder in sample B.5, I collected Raman spectra using different
excitation energies: of the Ar
+
laser: 514, 488, and 458 nm. Since the higher energies
have smaller penetration depths into the material, this allowed me to get a very basic
idea of the depth profile of the disorder in the high-Mn content sample. Despite the
extra plasma lines present in the additional spectra collected at 488 and 458 nm, it is
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Figure 3.5: Ga1−xMnxN defects vs. depth. Spectra are normalized to the baseline and
the primary GaN peak, E22 . Spikes from background radiation and plasma lines have
been removed manually. As the incident excitation energy for the Raman spectrum
increases, the penetration depth into the sample decreases. The defects are therefore
localized near the buffer layer, rather than near the Ga1−xMnxN film surface.
possible to determine several things.
1. The penetration depth into the sample did decrease with increasing laser energy.
Spectra were normalized to the intensity of the dominant, E22 GaN peak at
569 cm−1, and the substrate (sapphire) peaks decreased in intensity as laser
energy increased.
2. The intensity of the A1(LO) peak at 734 cm
−1 also decreased with increasing
excitation energy.
3. Most significantly, the spectral features in-between the A1 and E
2
2 peaks, indica-
tive of disorder, decreased with increasing excitation energy.
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Table 3.3: Ga1−xMnxAs sample description. In the text I refer to the samples by the
sample ID given here. Sample thicknesses were determined by growth time, and Mn
concentrations were determined by lattice constant.
x ID Thickness TC
(nm) K
0.014 1.4 300 42.5
0.025 2.5 300 45
0.036 3.6 150 60
0.048 4.8 210 72.5
0.056 5.6 150 90
0.075 7.5 120 55
0.09 9 120 55
See Figure 3.5 on page 47, for spectra that illustrate these three points. Point 3 in
particular indicates that the disorder actually increases with depth in the sample.
Since the buffer layers are all grown under the same conditions, there is no reason to
assign the observed disorder to the buffer layer itself. It is more likely that the disorder
originates from the epitaxial Ga1−xMnxN layers closest to the interface with the buffer.
Particularly for a sample with high Mn content, there will be more strain due to lattice
mismatch near the buffer layer. This strain causes defects in the Ga1−xMnxN lattice
(the defects are energetically favorable for high enough strain, since they allow some
relaxation), resulting in the characteristic disorder-induced Raman spectral features.
The defects also permit a transition from the lattice constant of the amorphous GaN
to the lattice constant of the Ga1−xMnxN, so the quality of Ga1−xMnxN actually
increases the farther one gets from the GaN buffer layer.
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3.2.2 Ga1−xMnxAs
In contrast to the case of Ga1−xMnxN, Ga1−xMnxAs is a relatively well-understood
material and the origin of its observed ferromagnetism is not as controversial, as
indicated in Chapter 2. Therefore I am employing Raman spectroscopy merely as
a means to ensure that the samples appear structurally and electronically how they
are expected to appear. Refer to the list of samples given in Table 3.3 on page 48.
These Ga1−xMnxAs samples were grown by Dr. Xinyu Liu in the Furdyna group at the
University of Notre Dame via low-temperature MBE. They consist of the following
sequence of layers, from bottom to top: GaAs (001) substrate, 100–400 nm GaAs
buffer, 2–3 nm low temperature GaAs (except for sample 1.4, which had a 100 nm-
thick LT-GaAs layer), followed by the Ga1−xMnxAs film. Growth was followed by a one
hour low-temperature (280◦C) anneal in nitrogen gas. A representative description of
sample growth is given in a paper by Yu et al. [[58]]. The Furdyna group is quite active
in the field of Ga1−xMnxAs research, as can be seen in the following collection of papers
published by them and in collaboration with other research groups. They employed
measurement techniques such as ferromagnetic resonance (FMR), spin-wave resonance
(SWR), semiconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) measurement, polar
MOKE, and magnetotransport measurements to look at magnetic anisotropy and
spin switching [[82, 112–115]]; magnetic domain imaging to probe domain structure
[[80]]; Rutherford channeling (c-RBS), x-ray emission (c-PIXE), and electrochemical
capacitance-voltage profiling to establish a relationship between Mn site arrangement
and TC [[58]]; x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) and extended x-ray absorption
fine structure (EXAFS) to probe the local environment of Mn [[116]]; and polar MOKE
and reflectance MCD to study electronic structure [[117]]. They have also worked in
close collaboration with prominent theoreticians to arrive at a deeper understanding
of experimental results [[118]].
Two representative Ga1−xMnxAs Raman spectra from samples 1.4 and 4.8 are
given in Figure 3.6 on page 50. A µ-Raman study of Ga1−xMnxAs was published by
Limmer et al. [[119]] and provides a convenient comparison for the Raman spectra. As
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Figure 3.6: Typical Ga1−xMnxAs Raman spectra. A GaAs spectrum, also collected
with in the backscattering geometry, is included for comparison. The forbidden (in this
geometry) TO line can be seen in the GaAs spectrum because of the finite collection
angle of the lens as well as disorder-induced scattering. Note also that the GaAs
sample used for comparison evidently also has a measurably nonzero ρh, as can be
seen by the broadened and downshifted LO phonon peak.
can be seen by a visual comparison of the example spectra in Figure 3.6 with Fig. 1 in
Limmer et al., the spectra are characteristic of Ga1−xMnxAs with correspondingly high
hole concentrations of ρh ≈ 4 ? 1025 holes·m−3 for sample 1.4 and ρh & 1026 holes·m−3
for sample 4.8. Although it appears that the TO phonon peak is growing as Mn
concentration (and therefore ρh) increases, the fits in Limmer et al. demonstrate that
the dominant effect is actually the growth and subsequent downshift of an LOPC (LO
phonon-plasmon coupled; CPLC in Limmer) mode. Visual comparison, again with
Fig. 1 in Limmer et al., gives ρh < 5 ? 10
24 holes·m−3 for the GaAs sample.
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Chapter 4
Magnetic Excitations in Crystals
4.1 Units in Magnetism
There can be a great deal of confusion about the units and measured quantities
used in magnetism. This stems from a couple of sources. One source of confusion is
that both SI and gaussian (cgs) units are often used, sometimes not specified carefully,
and result in expressions that appear different. Here I am using SI units exclusively.
Confusion can also result from a lack of careful distinction between the magnetic
field
˜
H (A·m−1; also known as magnetic field intensity) and the magnetic flux density
˜
B (T; also known as magnetic induction, magnetic field strength). It is useful to
recall the constitutive relation for magnetic flux density,
˜
B = µ0 (
˜
H +
˜
M), in SI units.
The magnetization,
˜
M , while very similar conceptually to magnetic moment,
˜
µ, has
different units. Furthermore, other quantities that differ from each other physically are
often represented with the same variable: the magnetic permeability µ and magnetic
constant µ0 differ from the magnetic moment,
˜
µ. Table 4.1 on page 52 should serve
to prevent any such confusion here.
Table 4.1: Relevant Units in Electricity and Magnetism
Variable Quantity SI Units
˜
B magnetic flux density, mag-
netic induction, magnetic field
strength
T= Wb·m−2
˜
µ magnetic moment J·T−1= A·m2
˜
H magnetic field, magnetic field
intensity
A·m−1= J·T−1 ·m−3
˜
M magnetization A·m−1
MS saturation magnetization A·m−1
µ magnetic permeability H·m−1= T·m·A−1
µ0 magnetic constant H·m−1
γ gyromagnetic ratio Hz·m·A−1
σ conductivity S·m−1= A2 ·s·J−1 ·m−1
² electric permittivity F·m−1= A2 ·s2 ·J−1 ·m−1
νmag magnon frequency Hz= s
−1
ωmag magnon angular frequency rad·s−1
4.2 Classification of Magnetic Excitations
Stoner excitations Magnetic excitations can be grouped into two general cate-
gories, Stoner excitations and magnons (spin waves) [[120, 121]]. Stoner excitations
consist of the electronic excitation of a charge carrier from a minority spin state to a
majority spin state. This change in energy is equal to the energy difference between
the two band states, and the excitation is localized with the spatial wavefunction of the
charge carrier that has been promoted. The degree of localization therefore depends
on whether the charge carrier is free or loosely-bound.
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magnons In contrast, magnons are a collective phenomenon involving many local-
ized spins. The magnons are therefore delocalized throughout the portion of material
in which spins are in communication. Magnons are the lowest energy excitations
of a ferromagnet and can be described as a reduction in spin projection along the
direction of equilibrium magnetization. This reduction is spread out across all the
spins involved, which then precess around the equilibrium direction. As the phase of
the precession changes from one unit cell to the next, as quantified by the magnon
wavenumber, q, magnons are also referred to as spin waves. Due to the large number
of spins in communication, the total spin of the system is very large; therefore reducing
the spin projection by one unit corresponds to taking a very tiny step down in spin.
Also, in many cases of experimental interest, the wavelength of the magnon is very
large compared to the spacing between individual spins. Accordingly the quantum
mechanical spin operator,
˜
S, is often replaced by the classical magnetization vector,
˜
M , to simplify calculations.
4.3 Calculation of Bulk Magnon Frequencies
Magnon frequencies may be calculated classically by simultaneous solution of
Maxwell’s equations
∇˜ ×
˜
H =
˜
J +
∂
˜
D
∂t
(4.1a)
∇˜ ×
˜
E = −∂˜B
∂t
(4.1b)
∇˜ ·
˜
D = ρ (4.1c)
∇˜ ·
˜
B = 0 (4.1d)
and some form of the Landau-Lifshitz equation of motion [[57,122–129]]
∂
˜
M
∂t
= −γ
˜
M ×
˜
Heff, (4.2)
which in this case has been written without any damping terms. The effects of elec-
trodynamics are taken care of through Maxwell’s equations, and the interaction of
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spins with each other and the lattice enters through the Landau-Lifshitz equation.
The effective magnetic field, Heff, is calculated from the free energy density, F , as
discussed below. Fexch is not typically included in F , but is rather incorporated by
adding an exchange field Hexch to the effective magnetic field in the Landau-Lifshitz
equation [[57]].
Many publications rely on the calculation of spin-wave frequencies to explain ex-
perimental results; but as well-understood as the basic formalism is, its application
to experiment has resulted in an array of expressions and calculations that can be
bewildering to the uninitiated. Notations and units frequently differ from one paper
to the next, and it is often difficult to tell which approximations have been made out
of convenience and which have been made out of necessity. It is often difficult to deter-
mine the essential differences between different results, and under what conditions one
result might transform into another. It is with these difficulties in mind that I present,
in this section, §4.3, the calculation of bulk magnon frequencies and their reduction to
the conventional Kittel result, and in the next section, §4.4, the calculation of volume
and surface magnon frequencies.
These calculations form the basis for the magnon frequency modeling that I per-
form in order to fit my experimental data for magnon mode energies in Ga1−xMnxAs.
Modeling the magnon frequencies in this way allows me in particular to extract es-
timates for the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy coefficients that appear in the
expression for free energy density described below. This approach has the additional
advantage of making use of the same free energy expression that is used to model
MOKE loop results, so the anisotropy energy coefficients from both types of experi-
ments can be compared directly.
4.3.1 Free Energy Density
It is possible to calculate the ferromagnetic resonance frequency by treating the
solution of the Landau-Lifshitz equation as one of small oscillations in a potential.
In the absence of exchange, this potential is simply the free energy density of the
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magnetization vector in the crystal, which includes crystalline anisotropy Fanis, shape
anisotropy (demagnetization factor) Fdemag, the Zeeman energy FZeeman due to the
applied field H, the internal elastic energy of the crystal Felastic, the energy of mag-
netoelastic interaction Fmag.el, and the magnetostriction energy from external stresses
Fσ [[129]].
F = Fanis + Fdemag + FZeeman + Felastic + Fmag.el + Fσ
Because the phenomenological terms in many cases have the same symmetries, they
cannot generally be extracted unambiguously from fits. Therefore I will group the
terms Felastic, Fmag.el, and Fσ into the term Fanis, so that the free energy density is
simply written
F = Fanis + Fdemag + FZeeman. (4.3)
F is used to determine the equilibrium orientation of the magnetization vector,
(φ, θ), for a given applied field, by searching numerically for a local minimum in F .
The particular local minimum occupied depends on the history of the magnetic field
applied to the material. The procedure that should be followed both in experiment
and in calculation to prevent ambiguity is first to apply a large enough field to saturate
the magnetzation along a known direction. Then as the applied field is reduced to
the desired value the magnetization direction will track a unique path as it follows
the local minimum in F . By following this procedure, the only ambiguity that could
arise is when sufficiently high symmetry exists to create two equivalent paths. Since
in this case the paths are equivalent by definition, it is permissible for the purpose of
calculation to choose one without any loss of generality.
Once the direction of magnetization has been determined for a given history of
applied fields, the Landau-Lifshitz equation of motion (4.2) is solved for magnon fre-
quency. The effective field in the Landau-Lifshitz equation is determined by taking
the derivative of F with respect to the magnetization:
˜
Heff = − 1
µ0
∂
˜
MF, (4.4)
where ∂
˜
MF ≡
∑
i iˆ∂MiF . The division by µ0 is necessary when using SI units.
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4.3.2 Spherical Coordinates Method
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Figure 4.1: Spherical coordinates for calculating magnon frequency. The sample film
lies in the xy-plane. The angles φ and θ locate the average magnetization, magnitude
MS. The (x, y, z) frame (black) is anchored with the axes along the corresponding
crystallographic directions 〈100〉, and will be referred to as the S-frame (for sample
frame). The (x′, y′, z′) frame (blue) rotates along with the average magnetization as
pictured, and will be referred to as the P -frame (for precession or primed frame).
Note that although the P -frame has been translated to the tip of the magnetization
vector for clarity, it actually shares a common origin with the S-frame. Therefore the
coordinates of the average magnetization in the P -frame are (0, 0,MS), not (0, 0, 0).
The typical way of proceeding (see Farle [[129]] and Suhl [[130]]) begins with ex-
panding this free energy in spherical coordinates (see Figure 4.1 on page 56) around
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a minimum (r0, φ, θ):
∂F
∂θ
∣∣∣
(r0, φ, θ)
=
∂F
∂φ
∣∣∣
(r0, φ, θ)
= 0,
˜
² ≡ (∆r, r0∆φ, r0∆θ) , Fαβ ≡ ∂
2F
∂α∂β
∣∣∣
(r0, α0, β0)
.
F =
∑
n
[
(
˜
² · ∇˜)n
n!
F
]
(r0, φ, θ)
.
Remember that ∇˜ in spherical coordinates is more complicated than in cartesian.
∇˜ = rˆ0 ∂
∂r
+
1
r0
φˆ
∂
∂φ
+
1
r0 sin(φ)
θˆ
∂
∂θ
(
˜
² · ∇˜)2 = ∆r20
∂2
∂r2
+∆φ2
∂2
∂φ2
+∆θ2
1
sin2(φ)
∂2
∂θ2
. . .
. . . + 2∆r∆φ
∂2
∂r∂φ
+ 2∆r∆θ
1
sin(φ)
∂2
∂r∂θ
+ 2∆φ∆θ
1
sin(φ)
∂2
∂φ∂θ
Finally, since the anisotropy energy F only depends on angle, ∆r will be zero; r0 takes
on the value MS.
F ≈ 1
2!
[
Fφφ∆φ
2 + 2
Fφθ
sin(φ)
∆φ∆θ +
Fθθ
sin2(φ)
∆θ2
]
=
Fφφ
2MS
2M
2
x′ +
Fφθ
MS
2 sin(φ)
Mx′My′ +
Fθθ
2MS
2 sin2(φ)
M2y′ (4.5)
This is completely equivalent to carrying out the expansion in cartesian coordinates
in the P -frame (precession frame), using the following relationships lifted from Figure
4.1 on page 56.
∂F
∂Mx′
=
∂F
∂φ
∂φ
∂Mx′
∂F
∂My′
=
∂F
∂θ
∂θ
∂My′
= Fφ
1
MS
= Fθ
1
MS sin(φ)
Solution of the Landau-Lifshitz Equation
The Landau Lifshitz equation without damping says that the rate of change of the
magnetization is equal to the torque exerted by the effective field Heff. In component
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form it becomes
−∂tMx′
γ
=My′Heffz′ −Mz′Heffy′
−∂tMy′
γ
=Mz′Heffx′ −Mx′Heffz′ . (4.6)
−∂tMz′
γ
=Mx′Heffy′ −My′Heffx′
For a transverse spin wave, to lowest order in the time-dependent components, the
magnetization can be written as
˜
M =
˜
M0 +
˜
m =

M0x′ +mx′
M0y′ +my′
M0z′ +mz′
 =

mx′
my′
M0z′
 =

mx′
my′
MS
 , (4.7)
in the P -frame, where
˜
m is the time- and space-dependent part and
˜
M0 is the time-
and space-independent part. The time and space dependence of
˜
m will be written as
ei[˜
q·˜r−ωmagt]. The effective magnetic field defined by equation (4.4) can be written down
immediately from the free energy density expansion (4.5), and then the magnetization
components can be rewritten using (4.7):
˜
Heff = − 1
µ0

∂Mx′F
∂My′F
∂Mz′F
 = − 1µ0

Fφφ
MS
2mx′ +
Fφθ
MS
2 sin(φ)
my′
Fφθ
MS
2 sin(φ)
mx′ +
Fθθ
MS
2 sin2(φ)
my′
0
 . (4.8)
Substituting (4.7) and (4.8) into (4.6) gives
iωmag
γ
mx′ = −MSHeffy′ =
1
µ0
[
Fφθ
MS sin(φ)
mx′ +
Fθθ
MS sin
2(φ)
my′
]
iωmag
γ
my′ =MSHeffx′ = −
1
µ0
[
Fφφ
MS
mx′ +
Fφθ
MS sin(φ)
my′
]
(4.9)
0 = 0
to lowest order in
˜
m. The two nontrivial equations in (4.9) can be written as a
matrix equation in (mx′ ,my′), resulting in the following determinantal condition for a
nontrivial solution. ∣∣∣∣∣∣
Fφφ
µ0MS
Fφθ
µ0MS sin(φ)
+ iωmag
γ
Fφθ
µ0MS sin(φ)
− iωmag
γ
Fθθ
µ0MS sin
2(φ)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0
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Finally the solution for ωmag can be written
ωmag =
γ
µ0MS |sin(φ)|
[
FφφFθθ − F 2φθ
]1/2
. (4.10)
Reduction to Kittel’s Resonance Condition
Although the spherical coordinates form is common in the literature, it is in-
structive to observe under what conditions this reduces to Kittel’s expression for the
uniform resonance mode in a thin film [[131, 132]]. An example calculation without
magnetocrystalline anisotropy, merely using F = Fdemag + FZeeman, should suffice.
F =
1
2
µ0M
2
z − µ0
˜
H ·
˜
M
˜
H = H

cos(θH) sin(φH)
sin(θH) sin(φH)
cos(φH)
 ˜M =

mx′ cos(θ) cos(φ)−my′ sin(θ) +MS cos(θ) sin(φ)
mx′ cos(φ) sin(θ) +my′ cos(θ) +MS sin(θ) sin(φ)
−mx′ sin(φ) +MS cos(φ)

Direct application of (4.10), remembering to set mx′ = my′ = 0 after taking the
derivatives, gives
ωmag =
γ
|sin(φ)|
{
H sin(φH)
[
−H cos2(φ) sin2(θ − θH) sin(φH) . . .
. . . + cos(θ − θH) sin(φ)
(
−MS cos2(φ) +H cos(φ) cos(φH) . . .
. . . + sin(φ)
[
MS sin(φ) +H cos(θ − θH) sin(φH)
])]}1/2
.
Recalling that the spherical coordinates solution is only valid at minima in F , it is
necessary to set θH = θ, which results in
ωmag =
γ
|sin(φ)|
√
H sin(φ) sin(φH) [H cos(φ− φH)−MS cos(2φ)].
For sufficiently large field, φH ≈ φ, giving
ωmag =
γ
|sin(φ)|
√
H sin2(φ) [H −MS cos(2φ)].
Finally, for magnetization and applied field in the film plane (φ = pi/2):
ωmag = γ
√
H [H +MS] = γ
√
HB/µ0, (4.11)
recovering Kittel’s resonance condition.
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Figure 4.2: Calculating magnon frequency using spherical coordinates. Note that the
cross section in the xy-plane is different than the cross section in the xz-plane.
Difficulties with the Spherical Coordinates Solution
Baselgia et al. [[123]] have pointed out that this solution in spherical coordinates
does not appear to exhibit the full symmetry of the free energy density, F . They
are right in pointing out that the numerical solution is correct, but their explanation
of the apparent symmetry loss is obscure. The objection can easily be visualized by
plotting ωmag, given by (4.10), for a simple case where the free energy density only
consists of the lowest-order cubic symmetry term:
F = Kc4
[
α21α
2
2 + α
2
2α
2
3 + α
2
3α
2
1
]
(4.12)
= Kc4 sin
2(φ)
[
sin2(φ) sin2(θ) cos2(θ) + cos2(φ)
]
,
where αi are the (unitless) direction cosines of the magnetization in the S-frame and
Kc4 is the cubic anisotropy constant, with units of J·m−3, of the form Ksymmetryorder .
See Figure 4.2 for the plot of ωmag vs. magnetization direction. One would na¨ıvely
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expect the magnon frequency plot to exhibit the cubic symmetry of the underlying
potential: note that in particular the cross section in the xy-plane differs from the
cross section in the yz-plane. Recall, however, that during the derivation of (4.10),
the solution for ωmag, the first-order terms in the Taylor expansion of F were explicitly
dropped. This means that the solution for ωmag is only valid at equilibrium directions;
or directions corresponding to minima in F . In other words, it is not reasonable to
assert that the solution (4.10) for ωmag should exhibit the symmetry of F anywhere
except at the local minima of F , which in the above case (4.12) only exist in 6 direc-
tions: ±x, ±y, and ±z, rather than the entire 4pi solid angle. The apparent symmetry
loss only presents itself when trying to calculate ωmag for directions (φ, θ) in which the
solution (4.10) is not valid.
Another common problem with this spherical coordinates solution for ωmag is that it
contains a singularity for φ = 0. This does not affect calculations for my Ga1−xMnxAs
samples, since with an in-plane (φ = pi/2) easy axis and applied field, I never need to
set φ = pi/2. Nevertheless, there are many samples and experimental geometries for
which the magnetization does point in the φ = 0 direction, and it is desirable to have
a more general formulation that does not carry this inconvenient restriction.
Finally, it is all too tempting within the spherical coordinates framework to make
an error when trying to re-orient one of the anisotropy terms with respect to another.
It is not correct to perform a substitution φ → φ − φ′ and θ → θ − θ′, since such a
substitution does not rotate the cartesian coordinate axes in the S-frame, to which
the spherical coordinates are referred. The solution to these problems is found simply
by switching to rectangular coordinates. Baselgia et al. also proposed a rectangu-
lar method for calculating ωmag, which is completely equivalent to the one I (and
presumably others as well) arrived at independently.
4.3.3 Rectangular Coordinates Method
First a rotation matrix needs to be defined that takes a vector from the P -frame
to the S-frame, as they are defined in Figure 4.1, on page 56. This rotation makes use
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of the angles φ and θ which are defined in the figure as well.
˜˜
R
P→S
(φ, θ) ≡

cos(θ) cos(φ) − sin(θ) cos(θ) sin(φ)
cos(φ) sin(θ) cos(θ) sin(θ) sin(φ)
− sin(φ) 0 cos(φ)

Operating on a vector in the P -frame,
˜˜
R
P→S
(φ, θ) ·

Mx′
My′
Mz′
 =

Mx
My
Mz
 ,
gives an equality which also constitutes a substitution rule for changing the parame-
terization of a function from the S-frame to the P -frame:
S
S→P
(φ,θ) ≡

Mx → Mx′ cos(θ) cos(φ)−My′ sin(θ) +Mz′ cos(θ) sin(φ)
My → Mx′ cos(φ) sin(θ) +My′ cos(θ) +Mz′ sin(θ) sin(φ)
Mz → −Mx′ sin(φ) +Mz′ cos(φ)
 .
By applying this substitution rule appropriately and also using the definition of
˜
M in
the P -frame, (4.7), it is possible to write down easily anisotropy terms with explicit
dependence on
˜
m (in the P -frame), so that the derivatives for effective fields can be
taken immediately. This means that the solution for ωmag can be written down in
terms of derivatives taken with respect to
˜
M in the P -frame, instead of with respect
to spherical coordinates.
Cubic Anisotropy Term
First express the direction cosines from (4.12) explicitly in terms of the magneti-
zation in the S-frame.
Fanis
c
4 = K
c
4
[(
Mx
MS
)2(
My
MS
)2
+
(
My
MS
)2(
Mz
MS
)2
+
(
Mz
MS
)2(
Mx
MS
)2]
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Then make the substitution S
S→P
(φ,θ)(Fanis
c
4), so that Fanis
c
4 is expressed in the P -frame.
The sixth order term is constructed in a similar fashion.
Fanis
c
6 = K
c
6α
2
1α
2
2α
2
3
= Kc6
(
Mx
MS
)2(
My
MS
)2(
Mz
MS
)2
S
S→P
(φ,θ)(Fanis
c
4) = . . .
Uniaxial Anisotropy Term
A unit vector uˆ determines the direction of maximum energy for this uniaxial
symmetry term. Squaring makes this uniaxial rather than unidirectional.
uˆ =

sin(φu) cos(θu)
sin(φu) sin(θu)
cos(φu)

Fanis
u
2 = K
u
2
[
uˆ · Mˆ
]2
S
S→P
(φ,θ)(Fanis
u
2) = . . .
It is possible to include multiple uniaxial terms with different orientations, by choosing
appropriate (φu, θu) values for each.
Zeeman Energy Term
The usual definition for Zeeman energy, written in terms of the magnetization,
˜
M ,
is used.
FZeeman = −µ0
˜
M ·
˜
H (4.13)
= −µ0
˜
M ·
˜
Happ
S
S→P
(φ,θ)(FZeeman) = . . .
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Demagnetization Term
Fdemag =
1
2
µ0M
2
z
S
S→P
(φ,θ)(Fdemag) = . . .
Solution in Rectangular Coordinates
This solution is directly analogous to the solution in spherical coordinates, except
that since the free energy density is already written down directly in the P -frame, no
angular factors appear.
F =
1
2
FMx′Mx′M
2
x′ + FMx′My′Mx′My′ +
1
2
FMy′My′M
2
y′
It can be seen from Figure 4.1 on page 56 that with the free energy written as
F (Mx′ ,My′ ,Mz′), the expansion can be performed directly around (Mx′ = 0, My′ = 0,
Mz′ =MS), with ∆Mx′ = mx′ , ∆My′ = my′ , and ∆Mz′ = 0.
Heff = − 1
µ0

FMx′Mx′mx′ + FMx′My′my′
FMx′My′mx′ + FMy′My′my′
0

ωmag =
γMS
µ0
[
FMx′Mx′FMy′My′ − F 2Mx′My′
]1/2
It is also possible to solve for ωmag without dropping the first order terms in the
expansion. This results in a solution that retains the basic symmetry of F even
for non-equilibrium directions, unlike the solution above and the standard spherical
coordinates solution in §4.3.2.
4.4 Damon Eshbach Solution
The Damon Eshbach solution is a method through which electromagnetic boundary
conditions for an film of inifinite lateral extent are incorporated into the solution of
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the Landau-Lifshitz equation [[133, 134]]. The most striking feature of this solution is
the existence of two categories of spin wave mode: the volume wave and the surface
wave. These modes are identified by the nature of the component of the wavevector
˜
q perpendicular to the film surface, q⊥. Volume modes have a real q⊥ and therefore
exhibit oscillatory behavior through the film thickness; and surface modes have an
imaginary q⊥ and exhibit exponential decay through the film thickness. Surface modes
are therefore localized at either the top or the bottom surface of the film. They also
exhibit what is referred to in the literature as nonreciprocal behavior. For a given
direction of applied field, a surface magnon on the front face of the film may only
propagate in one direction, and the surface magnon on the back may only propagate
in the opposite direction.
My development of the Damon Eshbach solution will parallel closely the work
of Hurben et al. [[126, 127]]. The calculations are made more general, resulting in a
dispersion relationship, equation (4.19), that is valid not only for in-plane directions of
˜
M andHapp but also for out-of-plane directions. There is some question about whether
this expression is valid for φ = 0, since some intermediate expressions contained csc(φ).
Unfortunately, the general expression for the z-component of magnon wavevector,
which would be the generalization of equation (4.22), is also problematic. However,
the advantage of keeping the solution as general as possible up to this point is that
the reader is not limited to the geometry and free energy expression I have used;
any desired setup may at least be tested to see whether this calculation scheme is
appropriate.
The incorporation of electromagnetic boundary conditions also means that the
demagnetization term Fdemag in the free energy density F should not be included
explicitly in the calculation of ωmag, except when solving for the equilibrium magnetic
field direction. F − Fdemag will be designated F .
The first task is to derive an effective susceptibility relationship between
˜
M and H,
making use of the Landau-Lifshitz equation. Again, the starting point is the familiar
Taylor expansion of F about (0) ≡ (Mx′ =My′ = 0,Mz′ =MS), but this time the
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first-order terms are kept.
F = F
∣∣∣
(0)
+ FMx′Mx′ + FMy′My′ + FMz′∆Mz′
. . .
. . . +
1
2
FMx′Mx′M2x′ +
1
2
FMy′My′M2y′ +
1
2
FMz′Mz′∆M2z′
. . .
. . . + FMx′My′Mx′My′ + FMy′Mz′My′∆Mz′ + FMx′Mz′Mx′∆Mz′
The effective field,
˜
Heff, determined by F evaluated atMx′ = mx′ , My′ = my′ , ∆Mz′ =
0, is
˜
Heff = = − 1
µ0

FMx′ + FMx′Mx′mx′ + FMx′My′my′
FMy′ + FMx′My′mx′ + FMy′My′my′
FMz′ + FMx′Mz′mx′ + FMy′Mz′my′
 . (4.14)
A significant difference in the Damon Eshbach solution is the inclusion of a dynamic
magnetic field component
˜
h that is determined self-consistently from the Landau-
Lifshitz equation and the electromagnetic boundary conditions [[127]]. This field enters
the solution through its appearance in the Zeeman term FZeeman, equation (4.13) on
page 63, where instead of
˜
H ≡
˜
Happ, the definition should now be
˜
H ≡
˜
Happ +
˜
h. The
dynamic contribution to
˜
Heff is therefore simply
˜
h. It is more convenient notationally
to keep the original definition of
˜
H ≡
˜
Happ in FZeeman and the dynamic field to
˜
Heff
separately. Note that in equilibrium the static x′ and y′ effective magnetic field compo-
nents, FMx′ and FMy′ , must be zero. Applying the Landau-Lifshitz equation gives the
following for the connection between the transverse dynamic field and magnetization
components, to first order in dynamic components: iωmagγ − FMx′My′MSµ0 −FMz′ − FMy′My′MSµ0
FMz′ +
FMx′Mx′MS
µ0
iωmag
γ
+
FMx′My′MS
µ0
 ·
mx′
my′
 =
 0 −MS
MS 0
 ·
hx′
hy′
 .
(4.15)
As expected, the only terms containing the dynamic longitudinal magnetic field hz′
were second order in dynamic components, so they dropped out.
From this point, the Damon Eshbach solution proceeds significantly differently
from the bulk spin wave mode solutions presented above. The matrix equation (4.15)
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above is rearranged to give a susceptibility relationship of the form
˜
m =
˜˜
X ·
˜
h, where
˜˜
X
is referred to as the Polder tensor [[135,136]]. Although the susceptibility relationship
is only written in two dimensions above (4.15), it can be extended to three simply by
writing it with no connection between hz′ and mz′ [[122]].
˜˜
X ≡

κy′y′ κx′y′ − iη 0
κx′y′ + iη κx′x′ 0
0 0 0

η =
Ω
Ω20 − Ω2
Ω =
ωmag
γMS
καβ =
Ωαβ
Ω20 − Ω2
Ω20 = Ωx′x′Ωy′y′ − Ω2x′y′
Ωαβ = (−1)1−δα,β
FMαMβ
µ0
+ δα,β
FMz′
MS
(4.16)
Note that
˜˜
X has been defined in the P -frame, but can be transformed to the S-frame
by performing the similarity transformation
˜˜
XS ≡
˜˜
R
P→S
(φ, θ)
˜˜
X
˜˜
R
P→S
(φ, θ)−1. Hurben
et al. [[127]] seem to set Ωx′y′ = 0 without a clear explanation; for their geometry
and anisotropy terms it simply turns out that FMx′My′ = 0, which leads directly to
Ωx′y′ = 0 as can be seen in (4.16). It is also interesting to note that Ω0 is the same as
the bulk spin wave solution from §4.3.
4.4.1 Boundary Conditions
The Damon Eshbach solution makes use of a scalar potential ψ, separable in the
S-frame, to define the magnetic field:
ψi = XYZi internal, inside the film
ψe = XYZe external, outside the film
X = eiqxx Y = eiqyy Z =

Ze = ce−qezz S/2 <z
Zi = a sin
(
qizz
)
+ b cos
(
qizz
) −S/2 <z < S/2
Ze = deqezz z < −S/2
,
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where S is the film thickness, and qiz and q
e
z are the internal and external z-components
of the magnon wavevector, respectively. The dynamic field
˜
h = ∇˜ψe−iωmagt automat-
ically satisfies the ∇ ×
˜
H Maxwell’s equation (4.1a) in the magnetostatic approxi-
mation [[126, see Appendix A]], ∇ ×
˜
h = 0. Once this has been established, all that
remains is to satisfy the ∇ ·
˜
b = µ0 (
˜
h+
˜
m) = 0 condition inside and outside the film,
and to satisfy the ordinary Maxwellian boundary conditions, continuous tangential
˜
h
and normal
˜
b. Since the boundary conditions are applied at both top and bottom
surfaces of the film, the resulting four equations will allow for the elimination of the
four unknown constants a, b, c, and d.
Tangential
˜
h Continuous
Exactly the same relationship results from applying this condition in the x- or
y-direction. The equations resulting from applying the conditions ∂xψ
i = ∂xψ
e at
both the top and the bottom of the film can be added and subtracted to arrive at the
following two equations.
a =
1
2
[c− d] e
−qeS/2
sin(qizS/2)
(4.17a)
b =
1
2
[c+ d]
e−qeS/2
cos(qizS/2)
(4.17b)
Normal
˜
b Continuous
These relationships are inherently more complicated. Since they involve
˜
b =
µ0 (
˜
h+
˜
m), they make use of the Polder tensor in the S-frame as follows.
˜
b = µ0
(
˜˜
1 +
˜˜
XS
) ·
˜
h
These boundary conditions then read
[(
˜˜
1 +
˜˜
XS
) · ∇˜ψi]
z
= ∂zψ
e. Adding and sub-
tracting the resulting pair of equations gives the following conditions.
[c+ d] qez − 2eq
e
zS/2 sin
(
qizS/2
) [
ia sin(φ)
(
qxA
+ + qyA
−)+ bqizB] = 0 (4.18a)
[c− d] qez + 2eq
e
zS/2 cos
(
qizS/2
) [−ib sin(φ) (qxA+ + qyA−)+ aqizB] = 0 (4.18b)
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A± ≡ κy′y′ cos(θ) cos(φ)± (iη − κx′y′) sin(θ)
B ≡ 1 + κy′y′ sin2(φ)
(4.18c)
Solve for Dispersion Relationship
Finally it is possible to solve for the dispersion relationship. The algebra is tedious
enough, and there are so many possible ways to proceed, that it is helpful to spell out
the procedure that leads to the desired form.
1. Solve (4.18a) for a, and substitute that result into (4.17a); solve (4.17b) for
b and substitute that into the previous result; then solve for the combination
[c− d] / [c+ d].
2. Solve (4.18b) for b, and substitute that result into (4.17b); solve (4.17a) for
a and substitute that into the previous result; then solve for the combination
[c− d] / [c+ d].
3. Equate the two expressions for [c− d] / [c+ d] and cross-multiply.
After some simplification, and using qx = q‖ cos(θq) and qy = q‖ sin(θq), the resulting
dispersion relationship is
qez
2 − qiz2
[
1 + κy′y′ sin
2(φ)
]2 . . .
. . . + q‖2 sin2(φ) [κy′y′ cos(θ − θq) cos(φ) + (iη − κx′y′) sin(θ − θq)]2 . . .
. . . + 2qezq
i
z
[
1 + κy′y′ sin
2(φ)
]
cot
(
qizS
)
= 0. (4.19)
For φ = pi/2, it becomes
qez
2 − qiz2
[
1 + κy′y′ sin
2(φ)
]2
+ q‖2 (iη − κx′y′)2 sin2(θ − θq) . . .
. . . + 2qezq
i
z
[
1 + κy′y′ sin
2(φ)
]
cot
(
qizS
)
= 0. (4.20)
4.4.2 Magnon Wavevector Relationships
Relationships involving the magnon wavevector can also be derived, using ∇˜·
˜
b = 0
both inside and outside of the film. Outside the film, the condition becomes ∇2ψe = 0,
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which simply results in
q2x + q
2
y − qez2 = 0
qez = q‖. (4.21)
The relationship inside the film is considerably more complicated, due to the incorpo-
ration of the Polder tensor in the S-frame.
µ0∇˜ ·
(
˜˜
1 +
˜˜
XS
) ∇˜ψi = 0
In my experiments the magnetic field is applied in the film plane, and with the mag-
netization in the plane (φ = pi/2) and the anisotropy terms given above, it turns out
that FMx′My′ = 0. Since FMx′My′ = 0, κx′y′ is also zero (see (4.16)), which means that
X12 + X21 = 0. This latter condition along with φ = pi/2 causes a problematic term
(containing z-dependence) to drop out, leaving
qiz
2
[1 + κy′y′ ] + q‖2
[
1 + κx′x′ sin
2(θ − θq)
]
= 0
qiz = q‖
√
−1 + κx′x′ sin
2(θ − θq)
1 + κy′y′
. (4.22)
Applying the same conditions to the dispersion equation, (4.20), gives
qez
2 − qiz2 [1 + κy′y′ ]2 − q‖2η2 sin2(θ − θq) + 2qezqiz [1 + κy′y′ ] cot
(
qizS
)
= 0. (4.23)
These three relationships, (4.21), (4.22), and (4.23), constitute the Damon-Eshbach
solution for magnon frequency in an anisotropic thin film subject to the conditions
θ = 0 and FMx′My′ = 0 [[122,127]].
Because in the S-frame the z-axis is normal to the film, the wavevector component
qiz above is equivalent to the q⊥ mentioned at the beginning of §4.4. From equation
(4.22) it can be seen that the quantity under the square root determines whether qiz
is real or imaginary (q‖ is real); therefore the sign of the quantity under the square
root determines whether the mode in question is a surface or a volume mode. The
quantity under the square root can also be redefined in terms of some additional
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reduced frequency parameters, ΩA and ΩB, such that
Ω2 − Ω2A
Ω2B − Ω2
= −1 + κx′x′ sin
2(θ − θq)
1 + κy′y′
.
It can be shown that ΩA and ΩB represent limits for the allowable reduced frequency
range for the magnon mode, Ω. A third reduced frequency ΩS is defined in case of
imaginary qiz, which gives the upper limit of surface magnon mode reduced frequency.
Hurben et al. in a series of two papers, the first for isotropic films [[126]] and the
second for anisotropic films [[127]], discuss these and many other aspects of the Damon
Eshbach solution. Although for the reasons listed at the beginning of §4.3 it was
helpful to re-derive here the main dispersion relations, there is no need to repeat the
rest of their discussion.
4.5 Exchange Energy
The exchange energy, Fexch, is by definition isotropic, so it does not affect the
determination of the magnetization vector orientation, (φ, θ). It is typically included
in the magnon frequency calculation by adding it to Heff after the fact in the form
α∇2
˜
M , and eventually ends up in the magnon frequency expression as Dq2. This form
is actually only correct in the case of cubic symmetry in the sublattice of magnetic
ions, and when qd ¿ 1 (where d is the lattice vector), which can be thought of
physically as the condition that the magnon wavelength 2pi/q is much greater than
the separation of magnetic ions. The origin of this form for Fexch can be understood by
following its derivation [[57, pp. 206, 211]], given here in more detail. This extra detail
is given in order to see what form the exchange energy would take in the absence of
the assumption of cubic symmetry.
The derivation emphasizes the origin of the Landau-Lifshitz equation in the quan-
tum mechanical equation of motion for a spin.
i~
∂
˜
Sa
∂t
= [
˜
Sa,H ]
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The part of the Hamiltonian H due to exchange, Hexch, can be broken down into a
sum over interactions between pairs of spins as follows.
Hexch =
∑
b6=c
H bcexch
= −2
∑
b6=c
J bc
˜
Sb ·
˜
Sc
= −2J
∑
b6=c
′
˜
Sb ·
˜
Sc
Upper indices indicate lattice site. The last step involves changing to a sum over near-
est neighbors only,
∑′. This involves approximating that the exchange integral J is
much larger for nearest neighbors than for pairs of spins with greater separation, and
that J can be approximated as constant for these large terms. The quantum mechan-
ical equation of motion for the spin in the presence only of the exchange interaction
can then be written:
i~
∂
˜
Sa
∂t
= [
˜
Sa,Hexch]
= −2J
[
˜
Sa
(∑
b6=c
′
˜
Sb ·
˜
Sc
)
−
(∑
b6=c
′
˜
Sb ·
˜
Sc
)
˜
Sa
]
(4.24)
= i~
˜
Sa ×
[
2J
∑
c
′
˜
Sc
]
(A.2)
The last step in simplification of equation (4.24) takes place in Appendix A. The next
step involves treating the spin operator as a classical vector, which can presumably
be done for a large enough system.
∂
˜
Sa
∂t
=
˜
Sa ×
[
2J
∑
c
′
˜
Sc
]
(4.25)
Treating
˜
S as a classical vector
˜
S, enables its expansion in a power series. Think of
˜
S
as a continuous vector function in (x, y, z) space that takes on the appropriate values
at the actual lattice sites a of the spins. Then
˜
Sa is just
˜
S evaluated at site a. An
expansion about the lattice site at (x0, y0, z0) is carried out as follows:
˜
S
∣∣∣
0
≡
˜
S(x0,y0,z0)
˜
² ≡ (x, y, z)
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˜
S =
∑
n
[
(
˜
² · ∇˜)n
n! ˜
S
]
0
=
∑
nx,ny ,nz≥0
xnxynyznz
nx!ny!nz!
[
∂nx+ny+nz
∂xnx∂yny∂znz ˜
S
]
0
(4.26)
So far the determination of the dependence of spin precession on exchange has been
completely general.
Narrowing focus to the case of a cubic lattice, only certain terms in the expansion
are allowed by symmetry. It must be possible to interchange ±x, ±y, and ±z freely,
without changing the value of
˜
S(x,y,z). This means that x, y, and z must appear in
even powers. Also, a term like x2 can’t appear in isolation: rather, x2 + y2 + z2 is
needed. The expansion is now performed explicitly about lattice point a for a cubic
lattice, and the evaluation at a is understood to occur after the derivatives are taken.
˜
S =
˜
Sa +
1
2
[
∂2
˜
Sa
∂x2
x2 +
∂2
˜
Sa
∂y2
y2 +
∂2
˜
Sa
∂z2
z2
]
+
.. .
. . .
1
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[
∂4
˜
Sa
∂x4
x4 +
∂4
˜
Sa
∂y4
y4 +
∂4
˜
Sa
∂z4
z4 +
.. .
. . . 6
∂4
˜
Sa
∂x2∂y2
x2y2 + 6
∂4
˜
Sa
∂y2∂z2
y2z2 + 6
∂4
˜
Sa
∂z2∂x2
z2x2
]
+ · · ·
Evaluation of the sum, using d as the length of a side of the cubic unit cell, and
assuming that there is one spin per unit cell in a simple cubic lattice, gives the following
result. ∑
c
′
˜
Sc = 6
˜
Sa + d2∇2
˜
Sa +
1
12
d4∇4
˜
Sa + · · · (4.27)
There are 6 nearest neighbors to spin a, and they are located at (x, y, z) = ±d. Note
that if the time-dependent part of
˜
S is treated like a plane wave with wavevector
˜
q, in
other words ei[˜
q·˜r−ωmagt], the gradient squared brings down a factor of −q2 each time
it is applied. Therefore the series will converge for qd¿ 1. Substituting result (4.27)
back into equation (4.25) gives
i~
∂
˜
Sa
∂t
=
˜
Sa × 2J
[
d2∇2
˜
Sa +
1
12
d4∇4
˜
Sa + · · ·
]
.
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The term proportional to
˜
S, that is the term without the gradient operator, will
disappear because of the cross product. In fact, no matter what explicit form equa-
tion (4.26) ends up taking, only the terms with derivatives survive. That is why
the exchange terms are often referred to as gradient terms. This observation is also
an indication that the exchange term is behaving properly: exchange describes the
interaction between nonparallel spins, and spins can only be nonparallel if the spin
vector function
˜
S varies with position. Because the magnetization
˜
M is proportional
to this classical spin vector
˜
S, the effective exchange field one must plug into the
Landau-Lifshitz equation of motion (4.2) can be written as
α∇2
˜
M,
to lowest order, for a cubic spin sublattice.
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Chapter 5
Magnetic Characterization of
Samples
The optical magnetic characterization techniques I applied to these DMS can be
broken down into two distinct categories: elastic scattering and inelastic scattering.
The magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) is an example of an elastic scattering tech-
nique, from which I learn about the average direction of the magnetization in the
sample. Light scattering from magnetic excitations is necessarily inelastic, as energy is
transferred either to the medium (Stokes scattering) or from the medium (anti-Stokes
scattering) during the interaction. Both what I will refer to as magnetic Brillouin
scattering and magnetic Raman scattering fall into the inelastic scattering category.
The distinction between magnetic Brillouin and magnetic Raman is actually not a
clean one from the standpoint of the physical interactions involved and the excitations
being studied. Light scattering from magnons, for example, can be observed in both
magnetic Brillouin and magnetic Raman experiments, depending on the characteris-
tics of the magnetic material and the resulting magnon energies. The distinction is
therefore a practical one based on the separation of the excitation energy from the
laser line, and the equipment I am required to use as a result: experiments requiring
the observation of energy shifts lower than about 10 cm−1 have to be carried out on a
Brillouin scattering apparatus, the Fabry-Perot interferometer. Energy shifts greater
than about 10–100 cm−1, depending on the sample and the spectrometer in use, can
be studied using a grating (Raman) spectrometer.
5.1 Magneto-Optical Kerr Effect (MOKE)
5.1.1 MOKE Theory
The Kerr effect has been known for quite some time [[137]]. It is an effect observed
in light that is elastically scattered from a magnetized sample, and as such is caused by
magnetic contributions to the susceptibility (or the polarization). These contributions
change the index of refraction for light that is circularly polarized in opposite senses
with respect to the direction of the average magnetization.
When a beam of light is incident on a ferromagnetic material, the oscillating elec-
tric field induces oscillating electric dipoles in the material, from which re-radiation
produces the (Rayleigh-scattered) reflected and refracted beams. These oscillating
dipoles can be decomposed into circulating currents of positive and negative helicity
with respect to the direction of the net magnetization of the material. The spin-orbit
interaction for the charge carriers, which may be conveniently pictured as a Lorentz
force with the magnetization, has an opposite effect on the currents of opposite helic-
ity. The re-radiated light then displays the result of this in the general case as a change
in polarization direction and ellipticity. This effect is known as the Faraday effect for
the refracted beam and the magneto-optical Kerr effect for the reflected beam. [[138]]
That the spin-orbit interaction appears in the form of a Lorentz force can be seen
by the following considerations [[139]]. The force acting on an electron due to the spin-
orbit interaction can be calculated from the quantum-mechanical equation of motion
for the momentum:
∂
˜
p
∂t
=
i
~
[
Hso,
˜
p
]
=
i
~
[
λ
˜
l ·
˜
s,
˜
p
]
.
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Figure 5.1: MOKE scattering geometries. The horizontal blue rectangular prism
represents the sample, and the vertical transparent yellow rectangle represents the
scattering plane. For the transverse geometry, used in these experiments, the field is
applied along the transverse direction (solid, dark red double arrow), and is p-polarized
(solid, bright red arrow).
Using [pi, rj] = −i~δij then gives
∂
˜
p
∂t
∝
˜
p×
˜
s,
which is of the form F ∝
˜
v ×
˜
M , and can therefore be viewed as a Lorentz force with
the magnetization.
MOKE experimental geometries, see Figure 5.1 on page 77, are divided into three
categories, according to the following scheme. Also note that light polarized with the
electric field in the scattering plane is called p-polarized light (solid red polarization
vectors in Figure 5.1), and light polarized perpendicular to the scattering plane is
called s-polarized light (dot-dashed magenta polarization vectors in Figure 5.1).
1. Polar MOKE. The magnetization is normal to the sample, and MOKE can be
observed for both p- and s-polarized light. The direction of magnetization is
indicated by the dotted dark green arrow in Figure 5.1.
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2. Longitudinal MOKE. The magnetization lies in the sample film plane and is
parallel to the scattering plane. MOKE again can be observed both for p- and
s-polarized light. The direction of magnetization is indicated by the blue dashed
double arrow in Figure 5.1.
3. Transverse MOKE. The magnetization lies in the sample film plane and is per-
pendicular to the scattering plane. No effect is observed for s-polarized light, and
for p-polarized light there is only a change in intensity. Transverse MOKE is also
sometimes referred to as the “equatorial Kerr effect” in older literature [[140]].
The direction of magnetization is indicated by the solid dark red double arrow
in Figure 5.1.
Looking in more detail at the geometry of the MOKE experiment, and its interplay
with classical EM wave propagation, reveals the reason for the special status of the
transverse geometry. In this geometry, s-polarized light is polarized along the direction
of the magnetization. The oscillating dipoles are also induced along the direction of
magnetization, and therefore are not affected by any Lorentz force. p-polarized light,
on the other hand, is polarized perpendicular to the magnetization direction, making it
susceptible to the Kerr effect. However, the polarization vector (electric field vector),
˜
E, for the light is perpendicular not only to the photon wavevector,
˜
k, but also to
the magnetization,
˜
M . The direction of the electric field vector cannot actually rotate
around the axis defined by
˜
M , since that would violate
˜
k ·
˜
E = 0. Instead what occurs,
in an absorbing medium, is in fact a change in reflected intensity [[140–142]].
This can be seen by examining the Fresnel coefficients, r, connecting the incident
and reflected electric fields.Escats
Escatp
 =
rss rsp
rps rpp
 ·
Eincs
Eincp

For the transverse MOKE geometry they appear as follows, to first order in the com-
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plex magneto-optical “constant,” Q(M):
rss =
µ2N1 cos(θ1)− µ1N2 cos(θ2)
µ2N1 cos(θ1) + µ1N2 cos(θ2) (5.1)
rpp =
µ1N2 cos(θ1)− µ2N1 cos(θ2)
µ2N1 cos(θ1) + µ1N2 cos(θ2) + i
2µ1µ2N1N2 cos(θ1) sin(θ2)
[µ2N1 cos(θ1) + µ1N2 cos(θ2)]2
Q(M) (5.2)
rps = rsp = 0, (5.3)
where N is the complex refractive index; and the sine and cosine functions of θ1 and
θ2 give complex numbers according to N1 sin(θ1) = N2 sin(θ2), cos2(θ2)+ sin2(θ2) = 1,
and Re(N2 cos(θ2)) > 0 [[141, 143]]. The Fresnel coefficient for s-polarized light is
seen to be independent of Q(M), so no transverse MOKE is observed for s-polarized
light. Note also that in the transverse geometry the off-diagonal elements, rps and
rsp, are zero, eliminating the possibility of introducing rotation or ellipticity to the
reflected light. SinceQ(M) is linearly dependant onM , Escat amplitude for p-polarized
light will depend linearly on M : Escat = Einc + CM , where C is the constant of
proportionality, and so will the intensity of the reflected light, proportional to Escat
2:
Escat
2 ≈ Einc2 + 2EincCM (for small CM).
Transverse MOKE is the most straightforward geometry to set up experimentally,
since it requires no careful analysis of the polarization of the light reflected from the
material. It also provides a result that is straightforward to interpret. Since the inten-
sity modulation of the reflected light is linearly dependent upon the magnetization,
the light intensity can be plotted directly as a sort of hysteresis loop, with the ver-
tical axis representing the in-film component of magnetization perpendicular to the
scattering plane, and the horizontal axis the applied field.
In many actual experimental setups it is possible to arrange for the magnetization
to be along or very nearly along the polar, longitudinal, or transverse directions.
This is the case when a sufficiently large magnetic field is applied in one of these
directions; the applied magnetic field can be considerably smaller when the direction
of interest lies along an easy axis of the magnetic material. In such experiments
the “pure” MOKE described above can be observed. In many other experiments
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Figure 5.2: MOKE coordinate system. The magnetization vector is located by the
polar angle φ and the azimuthal angle θ, and the sample film lies in the x-y plane.
of interest, including those I have carried out here, for many values of applied field
the magnetization is not pointing along one of the directions indicated in Figure 5.1,
but rather is pointing somewhere in-between. Derivation of the Fresnel reflection
coefficients, r, such as those given in Equation (5.3) on page 79 involves starting with
a suitably-modified dielectric tensor
˜˜
ε, such as the following [[140,142,144]] for a cubic
or isotropic material magnetized along a direction that we designate as the z′-axis:
˜˜
ε′ = ε

1 iQ(M) 0
−iQ(M) 1 0
0 0 1
 . (5.4)
The general case, for arbitrary orientation of magnetization, can be derived by per-
forming a similarity transformation. This similarity transformation rotates the tensor
˜˜
ε′, taking it from the moving primed coordinate system, (x′, y′, z′), with its z′-axis
always pointing in the direction of the average magnetization, to the fixed coordinate
system, (x, y, z), with axes fixed with respect to the sample’s principal axes. This
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rotation will be carried out such that θ and φ will be the azimuthal and polar angles,
respectively (see Figure 5.2 on page 80), of the magnetization vector in the (x, y, z)
system.
˜
r =
˜˜
A ·
˜
r′
x
y
z
 =

cos(φ) cos(θ) − sin(θ) sin(φ) cos(θ)
cos(φ) sin(θ) cos(θ) sin(φ) sin(θ)
− sin(φ) 0 cos(φ)
 ·

x′
y′
z′

˜˜
ε =
˜˜
A
˜˜
ε′
˜˜
A−1
= ε

1 iQ(M) cos(φ) −iQ(M) sin(θ) sin(φ)
−iQ(M) cos(φ) 1 iQ(M) cos(θ) sin(φ)
iQ(M) sin(θ) sin(φ) −iQ(M) cos(θ) sin(φ) 1

= ε

1 iQ(M)Mz/MS −iQ(M)My/MS
−iQ(M)Mz/MS 1 iQ(M)Mx/MS
iQ(M)My/MS −iQ(M)Mx/MS 1

This last expression for
˜˜
ε is actually equivalent to a weighted sum of the three expres-
sions like that in equation (5.4) (one for magnetization along each primed axis), which
means the effects of the polar, longitudinal, and transverse Kerr geometries can be
considered additive to first order for arbitrary orientation of the magnetization [[141]].
In other words, to first order the polar, longitudinal, and transverse Kerr effects do not
interfere with each other; and it is therefore correct to interpret the change in reflec-
tivity associated with the transverse Kerr effect as proportional to the component of
magnetization along the transverse direction, for arbitrary magnetization orientation.
5.1.2 MOKE Experimental
I carried out a series of MOKE experiments in the laboratory of Dr. Marcos
Grimsditch at Argonne National Laboratory. See Figure 5.3 on page 82 for an il-
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Figure 5.3: MOKE experimental setup.
lustration of the experimental setup. A windowed l -He flow-through cryostat on a
rotation stage was used to mount the thin film vertically and allow for rotation of the
film around its (horizontal) normal. The magnetic field was applied by a conventional
wire-wrapped iron core electromagnet external to the cryostat and stationary in the
laboratory frame, in a vertical orientation. The scattering plane was horizontal, re-
sulting in the transverse MOKE geometry. The laser used was a frequency-doubled
Nd-YAG (operating at 532 nm), stabilized by a BEOC laser intensity stabilizer. The
signal-to-noise ratio of the measurement was further improved by performing a differ-
ential intensity measurement with two Si photometers, one reading a beam picked off
before reaching the sample; and the other reading the reflected beam.
5.2 Magnetic Brillouin Light Scattering (BLS)
5.2.1 Magnetic BLS Theory
In contrast to MOKE, a signal which is observed in elastically scattered light and
which is determined by the average (time-independent) magnetization of a sample,
inelastic light scattering results from thermally fluctuating magnetization and the re-
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sultant fluctuating susceptibility [[99, see Ch. 6]]. The fluctuations and corresponding
magnetic excitations, generally termed magnons or spin waves, can be classified as
transverse or longitudinal. This classification does not relate the direction of oscilla-
tion to the direction of magnon propagation, but rather to the direction of average
magnetization. It turns out that the cross section for interaction with longitudinal
spin waves is smaller throughout most of the relevant temperature range than that
for transverse waves, and only becomes significant near TC. Since my light scattering
experiments were carried out well below TC, I was therefore measuring transverse spin
waves. The expressions for scattering cross-section given in Hayes and Loudon [[99]],
duplicated below for the case of transverse magnons, also demonstrate the antisym-
metric nature of the magnetic excitations; they are observed with crossed polarization,
unlike many vibrational excitations. In particular, note the cross product between the
unit polarization vectors, εˆI for the incident light and εˆS for the scattered light:
d2σ
dΩdνphotS
=
νphotIνphot
3
SvNS²02~νphotγ 〈Mz〉
∣∣[εˆI × εˆS]+∣∣2 [n(ωphot) + 1]
[4pi²0]
2 2c4NIνmag0
. . .
. . . ?
1/ [piτ ][
νmag0 − νphot
]2
+ [1/τ ]2
.
Magnons observed by light scattering in ferromagnetic materials ordinarily have
very small energies, less than 1 cm−1, compared to the typical Raman vibrational
energies of hundreds of cm−1. This necessitates the use of specialized equipment such
as Fabry-Perot interferometers to separate the signal from the laser line.
5.2.2 Magnetic BLS Experimental
Along with the MOKE measurements, I also carried out the magnetic BLS mea-
surements in Marcos Grimsditch’s laboratory at ANL. See Figure 5.4 on page 84 for an
illustration of the experimental setup. A Fabry-Perot interferometer in 5-pass mode
and a PMT detector were used to disperse and measure the light scattered from the
samples. Samples were mounted in the same l -He flow-through cryostat used for the
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Figure 5.4: BLS experimental setup.
MOKE experiments; the cryostat was then evacuated and the sample cooled down to
20 – 30K. For the BLS experiments I modified the electromagnet’s mount so that the
field could either be applied in the horizontal film plane or in the vertical film plane,
permitting me to apply the magnetic field,
˜
H, either parallel or perpendicular to the
in-plane magnon wavevector,
˜
q‖.
An Ar
+
laser sent through a polarizer provided the incident light; scattered light
was collected in the direction of the sample normal to keep as much of the elastically
scattered beam as possible out of the spectrometer. This scattering geometry resulted
in a horizontal in-plane magnon wavevector in the lab frame. The scattered light was
analyzed for the crossed polarization orientation, to further cut down on elastically
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scattered light, while still letting the magnon signal through.
While an exact analytical solution of equation (4.23) for magnon frequency does
not exist, there do exist approximations which are appropriate for ultra-thin films
and for isotropic films, see Grimsditch et al. [[128]] and Rupp et al. [[122]] for exam-
ples. The criterion usually given for the ultra-thin film limit is that the wavevector-
thickness product q‖S is much less than 1. This unfortunately does not hold true for
my Ga1−xMnxAs samples. The high index of refraction of GaAs (around 4.3 for green
light) means that the geometry of the experiment is actually quite close to backscat-
tering. In a backscattering experiment the relationship 2k = q holds for wavevector
conservation, so that means that the parallel component of magnon wavevector should
be nearly sin(9◦) ? 2 ? 2pi ? 4.3/ (514.5 nm) = 1.6 ? 107 m−1. For a 100 nm film, that
is a wavevector-thickness product of 1.6. Even a significant reduction in wavenumber
would not result in q‖S ¿ 1. Therefore the only option for these samples is to solve
equation (4.23) numerically for magnon frequency.
5.3 Magnetic Raman Scattering
5.3.1 Magnetic Raman Theory
Sometimes it is possible to observe effects stemming from magnetic ordering in
the Raman spectrum, meaning in the energy range above approximately 5–10 cm−1.
These relatively large shifts in the energy of the scattered light can result for many
reasons. In the case of II-VI DMS [[13]], which were studied extensively by magnetic
Raman scattering, the materials are antiferromagnetic. It is not surprising for an
antiferromagnetic magnon to be somewhat higher in energy than a ferromagnetic
magnon, since there is an additional energy contribution from the exchange interaction
between the two ferromagnetic sublattices in the antiferromagnet. The localized spins
participating in the collective magnon modes are not the only spins in DMS that can
be excited to a higher energy state. Ramdas and Rodriguez [[13]] also give examples
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of delocalized spins whose independent excited states can also be observed in Raman
spectra: spin-flip Raman scattering from electrons loosely bound to donors. Many of
these excitations are loosely termed “spin-flip” Raman scattering, to emphasize their
description in terms of spin splitting in the band structure, where an individual charge
carrier (or some complex with definite angular momentum) changing its spin (angular
momentum) by ±1 occurs along with a change in energy. The large spin splitting
in DMS, generally originating from hybridization between the localized d spins and
the band s and p spins, can result in large Raman shifts for such excitations. Under
certain resonance conditions [[13]], it is also possible to resolve magnetic peaks forming
as sidebands on phonon peaks.
Magnetic Raman scattering has also been applied successfully to the study of
Ga1−xMnxAs by Sapega et al. [[48–50,145]]. They observed lines corresponding to spin
flips in complexes made up of neutral Mn acceptors and valence band holes, spin flips
in ionized Mn acceptors, and spin flips in acceptor-exciton complexes. Mechanisms for
the spin flips were often revealed by the excitation energy necessary for observation
of the peaks in the spectra.
5.3.2 Magnetic Raman Experimental
Magnetic Raman experiments on Ga1−xMnxN were carried out in the laboratory of
Dr. Marcos Grimsditch at Argonne National Laboratory. The magnetic field and low
temperature were supplied by a Janis superconducting magnetocryostat, model 7THL-
SOM2. This model achieves sample cooling by bleeding through the sample chamber
some of the liquid He that cools the superconducting coils; in this way, temperatures
approaching 4 K can be achieved. A dental mirror was used to direct light into the
sample chamber to achieve a quasi-backscattering geometry for most measurements;
the magnetic field was applied along the film normal. Polarization was controlled by
a polarizer and Babinet compensator for the incident light, and analyzed by a quarter
wave plate and polarizer for the scattered light, permitting any combination of linearly-
and circularly-polarized light to be studied. See Figure 5.5 on page 87 for a diagram of
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Figure 5.5: Magnetic Raman experimental setup. The starred optical elements (quar-
ter wave plate and linear polarizing filter) were taken in and out of the beam path as
required to achieve the desired polarization analysis.
the experimental setup. The spectrometer contained three 1800 groove/mm gratings
to disperse the light. Additional 90◦ scattering measurements were performed; the
sample was rotated around its vertical axis nearly 45◦ such that the wavevector of any
excitation would reside approximately in the plane of the sample. In this latter case
only vertical and horizontal polarizations were used.
5.4 Discussion of Magnetic Characterization
5.4.1 Magnetic Characterization of Ga1−xMnxN
The na¨ıve expectation was that some sort of magnetic ordering would be apparent
in the Raman spectra of Ga1−xMnxN under a strong applied field. As mentioned above,
such experiments had very useful in the case of both II-VI DMS and Ga1−xMnxAs.
Apart from its wide bandgap, it was reasoned that Ga1−xMnxN could be quite similar
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Figure 5.6: Raman spectra of Ga1−xMnxN at 0 and 6 T. Spikes have been removed
manually, and spectra are normalized approximately to the GaN E22 peak. The small
unidentified peaks marked with a star were found under closer examination not to
shift with applied magnetic field. Since spectra were collected at different locations
on the sample, changes in background profile and in line intensities are attributable
to differences in surface roughness and film thickness.
to Ga1−xMnxAs. Even though no resonance effects were expected due to the use of
excitation energies in the visible range, it seemed likely that something would appear
at high enough field and low enough temperature. Although I collected nearly 100
spectra from four Ga1−xMnxN samples and one GaN buffer control, for many applied
fields and polarizations, no evidence of magnetic structure was present in the Raman
spectra. See Figure 5.6 on page 88 for a pair of example spectra, collected from sample
B3+O (refer to Table 3.2 on page 45) at applied fields of 0 and 6 T.
Several plausible explanations exist for the lack of observed magnetic Raman peaks.
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Either the magnetic Raman peaks
1. were too close to the laser line to be observed,
2. had too small a cross section to be observed, or
3. should not have been present due to the nature of Mn incorporation into the
Ga1−xMnxN.
If item number 3 were demonstrated to be the reason for the null result, that would
be significant. However, in the present case it is not possible to rule out any of
the suggested reasons. Since Ga1−xMnxN has such a wide bandgap, and the Mn
impurity band is so far from the band edge, the nature of the electronic and magnetic
interactions between the Mn core electrons and the GaN conduction and valence band
must differ considerably from that in Ga1−xMnxAs. Therefore it is not possible to
know a priori with certainty at what energy any magnetic peaks might appear, or
what experimental conditions would enhance the cross section enough to make the
peaks observable.
Additional experiments could certainly be designed to shed some light on items
1 and 2. Different equipment could be used to look in the energy range closer to
the laser line. Enhancement of the cross section through resonance scattering [[13,49]]
could also potentially be a valuable approach. However, in the case of Ga1−xMnxN,
little enough is understood about the electronic structure that it is not clear what
energies to target to perform the resonance experiment. The bandgap of 3.4 eV would
require ultraviolet excitation. The Mn impurity band, thought to exist at around
1.4 eV, would require near infrared excitation. I was unable to find any laboratories
capable of performing resonance Raman experiments both in the UV and near IR
regions, at low temperatures and high magnetic fields. In the McNeil laboratory at
UNC, while I at least have access to a Ti-sapphire tunable near-IR laser, I do not have
the necessary magnetocryostat. Although limited laboratories do have the equipment
to perform near-IR resonance Raman under these conditions, it was not practical for
me to gain access to these facilities.
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(a) Sample 3.6.
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Figure 5.7: MOKE loops from Ga1−xMnxAs samples 3.6 and 5.6. All loops collected
after field cooling along [010]. Angular measurements start with 0◦ for [100] and
proceed in a counterclockwise direction.
5.4.2 MOKE Measurements of Ga1−xMnxAs
No such difficulties arose with the Ga1−xMnxAs measurements. I first collected
MOKE data from two of the Ga1−xMnxAs samples, with a series of different directions
of applied magnetic field. The spectra revealed immediately the existence of hard and
easy axes, as well as a lack of cubic symmetry. See Figure 5.8 on page 92. Note that
all MOKE loops plotted in this work have been corrected for linear drift, normalized
to ±1, and corrected to remove any quadratic contribution.
The interpretation of MOKE loops in terms of a Stoner–Wohlfarth single domain
model is very straightforward. The transverse MOKE signal is the intensity of reflected
light, which is proportional to the component of magnetization in the direction of the
applied field (see §5.1.1). It is presumed that if a large enough field is applied in
either direction (large enough means significantly larger than the anisotropy fields in
the sample), the magnetization vector for the sample will be pointing in the direction
of the applied field. In that case the direction cosine of
˜
M along the axis of
˜
Happ
is ±1, depending on which direction one has designated to be the “positive” field
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direction. Therefore as |Happ| is increased, the alignment of
˜
M with
˜
Happ is observed
in the MOKE loop as a saturation of the signal at a maximum or minimum value.
Normalizing the MOKE loops to a range of ±1 results directly in a plot of the direction
cosine of
˜
M along the axis of
˜
Happ, vs. Happ.
While others have observed a lack of cubic symmetry (see references in the section
on magnetocrystalline anisotropy beginning on page 28), their results have generally
been explained only in terms of a difference between the 135◦ and 45◦ (
[
110
]
and
[110]) directions, which appear as hard and easy axes, respectively. In the case of these
samples, while the 135◦–45◦ difference is the most dramatic, observe as in Figure 5.8
that field cooling can also break the symmetry. In this case, field cooling along the
[010] direction has eliminated the symmetry that was previously present between the
90◦ and 0◦ (1◦) curves. See the figure caption for a definition of the in-plane angles
with respect to the lattice; I use angles rather than lattice vectors here since they
are more intuitive and convenient when representing angles on a finer scale than 45◦
increments.
The easy axis of a ferromagnetic material is indicated by a local minimum with
respect to the direction of
˜
M in the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy functional,
F , for Happ = 0. The MOKE loop signal depends on the direction of this minimum
with respect to the axis of
˜
Happ. A hard axis is indicated by a local maximum in
F . Application of
˜
Happ along directions in the material corresponding to hard or easy
axes result in qualitatively distinct MOKE loop response as follows.
Without knowing the history of the material, it is not possible to predict in the
direction of which local minimum of F
˜
M will point. To remove this ambiguity in both
experiment and theory, a saturating magnetic field is applied in the desired direction,
which ensures that the initial orientation of
˜
M is known. Both measurements and
calculations proceed by gradually ramping the applied field to the opposite value and
back again, completing one or more “loops.” Recall that FZeeman is part of F , which
means that F changes with response to
˜
Happ; for sufficiently large Happ, F will exhibit
a global minimum in the direction of
˜
Happ and a global maximum in the opposite
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(a) Easy axis MOKE loop from sample 5.6.
This loop was collected with
˜
Happ along the
[110] direction, after field cooling with an
0.5 kG field along the same direction.
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(b) Hard axis data from sample 3.6. This
loop was collected with
˜
Happ along the
[
110
]
direction, after field cooling with an 0.5 kG
field along the [010] direction.
Figure 5.8: Detail of easy and hard axis MOKE loops. Also note clear unidirectional
asymmetry present in the hard axis loop.
direction. When Happ = 0, F will simply reflect the magnetocrystalline and shape
anisotropy present in the crystal, see equation (4.3).
• easy axis loop See Figure 5.8a on page 92 for an example easy axis loop. As
the magnitude of Happ is reduced towards zero, the magnetization will remain
pointing along
˜
Happ, since this direction will remain a local minimum at least
down to Happ = 0. After
˜
Happ passes through zero and begins to increase in mag-
nitude but in the opposite direction, the local minimum will get shallower and
shallower until the energy barriers defining it disappear entirely. Up until this
point the MOKE loop has remained at +1. Now
˜
M will rotate, or fall downhill,
towards the global minimum which is now in the opposite direction, changing
the MOKE loop to −1. Recall that this sharp, vertical transition on the MOKE
loop from +1 to −1 has happened on the − applied field side of the vertical axis.
The loop remains saturated at −1 as the field is lowered to its minimum, and
remains there as the field increases until the field reaches a large enough positive
value to flip this
˜
M in its direction once more. The net result is a square MOKE
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loop as seen in Figure 5.8a. Details of the local minima and maxima in F and
their relative magnitudes and positions can cause somewhat more complicated
behavior than described here as a result of
˜
M becoming trapped temporarily in
another local minimum on its way downhill.
• hard axis loop See Figure 5.8b on page 92 for an example hard axis loop. As
the applied field drops and |FZeeman| becomes smaller than the energy barrier
corresponding to the hard axis in question, the local minimum created by Happ
will split into two minima. The minima (and
˜
M , which must remain pointing
towards one of them) then gradually move towards the hard axis they define for
Happ = 0. This results in a gradual decrease in the MOKE loop from +1. AsHapp
passes through zero and increases in magnitude in the opposite direction, the
local minima continue to shift smoothly towards the direction of
˜
Happ, carrying
˜
M along until the minima merge into one minimum in the direction of
˜
Happ.
This corresponds to saturation of the MOKE loop at −1. The process reverses
as the field is reversed, giving a curved hard axis MOKE loop as seen in Figure
5.8b. Again, details in F and varying angles between hard and easy axes will
produce more complex loops than that described here.
Single Domain Model Problems
A fundamental problem becomes apparent when trying to fit the MOKE loops
using this single domain Stoner–Wohlfarth model. Magneto-optical imaging by the
group at Notre Dame [[80]] indicates that for Ga1−xMnxAs samples at these tempera-
tures magnetization switching actually occurs via the nucleation and growth of either
90◦ or 180◦ domains. This means that while the single-domain model can still be ef-
fective for sufficiently large Happ, at small fields (where most of the interesting MOKE
loop features are anyway) the single-domain model is not in principle appropriate.
While some hope could be held out that the single-domain model could still function
effectively as an empirical model, generating an effective anisotropy energy that could
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later be related to the energetics of domain formation, I will demonstrate that this is
not the case.
Ordinarily it is necessary to perform nonlinear fitting of an appropriately parame-
terized magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy density F , using MOKE loops collected
for Happ at various angles through the sample, in order to determine the shape of F .
When a hard axis magnetization curve such as that shown in Figure 5.8b on page 92
does not contain sharp vertical jumps in magnetization, it becomes possible instead to
employ an iterative procedure that converts the loop data directly into an anisotropy
energy curve without fitting. While the resulting anisotropy energy density curve is
not strictly unique, the overall structure must be correct. Only small variations from
the curve calculated by this procedure, within limitations resulting from the Happ step
size and the slope of the measured MOKE loop, would still result in a calculated loop
that matches the measured one.
This procedure makes use of the fact that the magnetization vector always must
be pointing towards a local minimum in F = Fanis + FZeeman = Fanis − µ0
˜
M ·
˜
Happ,
no matter what the applied field. It is helpful to think in terms of two sets of data:
MHapp/MSvs. Happ (the measured MOKE loop data), and θ vs. Fanis. The latter set,
which will eventually contain the results, I initialize with θ in 1◦ steps from −180 to
+180◦, and Fanis = 0 everywhere. The task is to figure out an appropriate value for
Fanis at each discrete angle, θ. The Fanis curve will be generated one point at a time,
starting in the direction of the applied field, θh.
Consider the θ vs. Fanis set of ordered pairs as a ring with ±180 overlapping, so that
relative to a given angle of interest θ, there is always a “previous” angle, θp ≡ θ−∆θ,
and a “next” angle, θn ≡ θ + ∆θ. The same holds true for the anisotropy energy
density: Fanisp, Fanis, and Fanisn. Now proceed to step through the MOKE loop data,
starting at the top of the loop. Note that there is a 1:1 relationship between the MOKE
loop amplitude and θ: MHapp/MS = cos
(
θ − θHapp
)
. During the course of traversing the
MOKE loop, while its amplitude goes from +1 to −1 and back again, the angle θ will
likewise perform a full revolution in the counterclockwise direction. The algorithm is
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as follows.
1. Compare the measured MOKE loop amplitude MHapp/MS with the calculated
value of cos
(
θ − θHapp
)
. If measuredMHapp/MS is less than the current calculated
cos
(
θ − θHapp
)
, then step through angles, changing Fanis along the way, until
cos
(
θ − θHapp
) ≤MHapp/MS.
(a) Step to the next angle: θ → θn, F − µ0
˜
M ·
˜
Happ → Fn − µ0
˜
M ·
˜
Happ.
(b) If Fp < F , then decrease Fanis by the difference, so that
˜
M is not going
uphill.
(c) If F > Fn, then increase Fanisn by the difference, so that
˜
M doesn’t go
farther downhill than necessary.
(d) Repeat until the calculated MOKE amplitude ≤ the measured MOKE am-
plitude.
2. Move to the next Happ (which changes F ) and repeat. When the bottom of
the MOKE loop is reached, the inequalities in the algorithm above have to be
flipped appropriately so that it works on the way back up from negative to
positive MOKE amplitude.
Note that the energy comparisons are made with F = Fanis + FZeeman, while adjust-
ments are made directly to Fanis. This algorithm is designed to track the limiting case,
where the slope of F at a given applied field is barely enough for
˜
M to roll downhill
the appropriate distance (always in the clockwise direction). As a consequence, any
time MHapp/MS and therefore θ makes a jump, in other words any time steps 1a to 1d
are repeated in the algorithm above, the actual net drop in Fanis over that angular
range could actually be larger than that calculated by this algorithm. In fact, in the
actual implementation of the algorithm I keep track of such regions of the resulting
Fanis and use them to my advantage at the end of the calculation. When the algorithm
has reached the end of the loop data and the entire Fanis has been determined, θ has
wrapped all the way around to where it started. However, due to the choice made
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Figure 5.9: Calculated Fanis from hard axis MOKE loop. The result was extracted
directly from the MOKE loop in Figure 5.8b, using the code listed in Appendix B.
above for the value of Fanis to drop the minimum possible amount at each point, the
final calculated value of Fanis does not match up with the original value. I correct
this by further modifying the calculated Fanis, subtracting an equal amount at every
eligible point such that the final value lines up with the initial value. The choice to
subtract the same amount at each point is an arbitrary one, and reflects the ambigu-
ity present in this Fanis extraction. See Appendix B for an implementation of this in
Visual Basic 6.3 and an example of the accompanying Excel worksheet.
When this calculation is carried out for the MOKE loop illustrated in Figure 5.8b,
one gets the Fanis curve in Figure 5.9. This curve is useful in at least two different ways.
It provides something to fit directly with particular Fanis terms, and aids greatly in
choosing the necessary ones. Notice, for example, the clear unidirectional contribution,
the easy axis at 45◦ and the hard axis at 135◦. It also can be used to calculate
a set of MOKE loops, for
˜
Happ in various directions, that can be compared with
the measured MOKE loops. In this particular case, it quickly becomes clear that
this loop, which describes the anisotropy energy required to reproduce the hard axis
loop assuming a single-domain model, cannot describe correctly the loops collected in
different orientations. While it is true that the ambiguity in determining Fanis this
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Figure 5.10: Calculated hysteresis loops for sample 3.6 from hard-axis-extracted Fanis
shown in Figure 5.9.
way, even though it is small on an energy scale, can significantly alter the details of
a calculated MOKE loop, the problem here is more serious. The peaks in Fanis are
simply so high that they result in a coercivity that is far too large, see the examples
in Figure 5.10 on page 97. The implication from these calculated loops is that the
observed coercivity using Fanis from Figure 5.9 is much too high. The widths of these
loops are in the range of 0.25 to 0.75 kgauss, while the loops they should be fitting,
plotted in Figure 5.7a, have widths in the range of 0.035 to 0.08 kgauss, almost an
order of magnitude lower.
In fact, it is possible to reduce the observed coercivities from calculated loops
by altering the details of Fanis. A lower limit can be placed on the coercivity re-
duction, however, by a simple geometric argument. The lower limit for magnitude
of Happ that could be applied which would cause the magnetization to pass over a
peak in Fanis, is the one where the difference between FZeeman in the direction of
˜
Happ
and FZeeman in the direction of the peak is equal to the difference between Fanis in
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Table 5.1: MOKE loop fit results. See Figure 5.11 for images of the fits and data.
Sample
˜
Happ direction field cooling direction
∣∣∣Kc4/Ku2 ‖∣∣∣
5.6 90◦ [110] 0.3± 0.2
5.6 135◦ zero field cooled 0.9± 0.3
5.6 135◦ [010] 1.2± 0.4
3.6 135◦ [010] 3± 1
3.6 113◦ [010] 2.0± 0.5
the direction of
˜
Happ and Fanis at the top of the peak. This results in the condition
Happ ≥ ∆Fanis/ (µ0MS [1− cos(∆θ)]), where ∆θ is the angular difference between the
direction of
˜
Happ and the Fanis peak. Computing this condition for the calculated Fanis
in Figure 5.9 gives approximately 0.18 kgauss for a minimum bound on coercivity for a
45◦ MOKE loop, which is still more than a factor of 2 too wide. This minimum bound
is based solely on the height of the lower hard-axis peak in Fanis, so reducing the co-
ercivity further would require lowering the height of the hard-axis peaks. Altering the
peak heights significantly would cause the hard axis loop not to be reproduced prop-
erly; so it is demonstrated that an empirical model based on single domain rotation
cannot reproduce the observed MOKE loops in Ga1−xMnxAs.
Despite the failure of the single domain model to explain the MOKE data, it is
common practice [[80,82]] to fit the high Happ part of a MOKE loop in order to extract
anisotropy constants. Competition between the cubic and uniaxial anisotropy terms
should determine the curvature of the high Happ portion of the MOKE loop. For
selected MOKE loops with both curvature in the high Happ range and a good signal-
to-noise ratio, I have fit the loops to determine the ratio
∣∣∣Kc4/Ku2 ‖∣∣∣, and the results are
in Figure 5.11 and Table 5.1. The result varies somewhat with field cooling, and the
relative error is large; but it is possible to assert that
∣∣∣Kc4/Ku2 ‖∣∣∣ is larger for sample
3.6 than for sample 5.6. In Table 5.3 these results can be seen to compare favorably
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(a) Sample 5.6,
˜
Happ at 90◦, field
cooled along [110].
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(b) Sample 5.6,
˜
Happ at 135◦, zero
field cooled.
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(c) Sample 5.6,
˜
Happ at 135◦, field
cooled along [010].
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(d) Sample 3.6,
˜
Happ at 135◦, field
cooled along [010]
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(e) Sample 3.6,
˜
Happ at 113◦, field
cooled along [010]
Figure 5.11: Fits of high-Happ portion of MOKE loops. Data are the black points, and
the fits are the colored lines. The unidirectional asymmetry, seen for small negative
Happ, was ignored for the purpose of the fits. Multiply the numbers on the x-axis by
80 for Happ in kA·m−1.
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with results from the literature and from my BLS measurements.
Lack of inversion symmetry
Perhaps the most interesting characteristic of the Ga1−xMnxAs MOKE data pre-
sented here is that some of the curves do not invert around zero field. This shows up in
MOKE loops collected with the applied field along the hard axes, as depicted in Figure
5.8b. This lack of inversion symmetry shows up as a unidirectional contribution to
the Fanis curve in Figure 5.9, calculated from this hard axis MOKE loop. Ordinarily
inversion symmetry about the origin would be expected for every MOKE loop, since
the only term present in F that exhibits unidirectional asymmetry is FZeeman (see
equation (4.3) and the anisotropy term definitions give in §4.3.3). Since the signal
was so unusual, I had to be sure that this was not simply an error introduced by the
experimental apparatus. However, I could not find a source of experimental error that
would account for this systematic, repeatable asymmetry.
Certainly the MOKE experimental apparatus was extremely sensitive to small
vibrations or movements that would affect its alignment. Despite being mounted on an
optical table with pneumatic suspension, walking on the floor during the measurement
could cause erratic results. Air currents were also a concern — it was best to remain
across the room from the experimental setup during measurement, and opening the
door to the laboratory would also cause problems. These sources of error are random,
rather than systematic; so while they are capable of ruining the signal to noise ratio
for a particular measurement, they cannot be the cause of a systematic error.
A possible source of systematic error would be small deflections of some part of the
apparatus due to magnetization under the large applied field. Such deflections, though,
would not depend on the polarity of the field since they are the result of induced rather
than permanent magnetization, and would therefore introduce a quadratic error. All
MOKE loops shown here have been corrected for quadratic errors by matching the
slope of the saturated regions at the top and bottom of the loops.
In the apparent absence of any experimental error that could explain this unidirec-
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tional asymmetry, the next step is to search for an explanation based on the physical
properties of the sample itself. This signal is reminiscent of exchange-biased samples.
The orientation of unidirectional anisotropy in such samples originates from the in-
teraction between a ferromagnetic layer and the spins at the adjacent surface of an
antiferromagnetic layer. When such a sample is cooled under applied field from above
to below TN, the AFM layer freezes in an orientation that minimizes the energy at
the interface with the FM layer. As the sample is below TN, the AFM layer no longer
responds to directional changes in the applied field. The AFM spins adjacent to the
FM layer still interact with the FM layer as the it layer changes direction, introducing
unidirectional anisotropy since the neighboring FM spins will have different energy
depending on whether they are aligned or antialigned with the AFM spins at the
interface.
Therefore to investigate the possibility of exchange biasing, I field-cooled the sam-
ples with fields applied in different orientations in order to observe the effect on this
inversion asymmetry. Many MOKE loops clearly show changes under field cooling,
see Figure 5.12 on page 102, indicating the presence of another magnetic contribution
from something with a Tcrit below room temperature (since the sample was warmed up
to approximately 300 K between field cooling runs). However, this contribution that
changes under field cooling is not responsible for the inversion asymmetry. Therefore
if exchange biasing is responsible for the observed inversion asymmetry of the MOKE
loops, the antiferromagnetic contribution must have TN above room temperature. In
fact, the changes under field cooling are symmetric with respect to inversion of the
MOKE loops, which does not match the usual model of exchange biasing based on the
interaction between ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic layers. The changes appear
to be consistent with a uniaxial contribution that reduces Fanis along the field cooling
direction, although quantification of this effect must await an appropriate multiple
domain model as discussed below.
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(a) Sample 5.6; Happ direction is 90◦.
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(b) Sample 3.6; Happ direction is 0◦.
Figure 5.12: The effect of field cooling on MOKE loops.
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Domain Nucleation Model
Xinyu Liu at Notre Dame has indicated in private conversations that the research
group he is involved in with Jacek Furdyna is currently working on a model to de-
scribe magnetization reversal appropriately in Ga1−xMnxAs, making use of domain
nucleation like they observed in their magneto-optical imaging experiment [[80]]. He
mentioned the importance of thermal promotion over the Fanis barrier, as well as the
importance of balancing the energy difference between the local minima that the spin
is transferring between with the energy cost of domain wall formation. Based on these
concepts, it is possible for me to make some qualitative predictions about basic fea-
tures of the model, about how this model could be used to describe MOKE loops, and
what changes would result in comparison with the single-domain model.
The energy cost for domain nucleation and growth should increase linearly with
the perimeter of the domain, which corresponds to a linear increase with radius. The
energy benefit, however, should increase linearly with the area of the domain, which
corresponds to a quadratic increase with radius. Therefore once domain nucleation
begins it is energetically favorable for the domain to grow spontaneously and cover
a large portion of the sample. Domain nucleation can first take place when two
conditions are satisfied:
1. the energy benefit above outweighs the energy cost,
2. the temperature is high enough and barrier between magnetization orientations
is low enough that thermal promotion of spins over this barrier is possible.
As a very general rule, then, for the domain nucleation model the applied field doesn’t
have to be large enough to overcome the barrier entirely before the nucleation begins.
This is in contrast to the single domain model, where the magnetization orientation
is completely trapped in a local minimum until the barrier goes away entirely.
A kinetic component to this description exists as well. The rate at which spins
are able to be promoted thermally across the hard axis barrier is related both to the
temperature of the system and to the barrier height. Also, the closer in energy the
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different domain orientations are to each other, the slower the energy transfer between
them. In fact, the Welp et al. paper [[80]] showed a series of images taken as domain
growth progressed slowly across part of the sample over the course of 30 seconds.
These kinetic considerations do mean that at certain fields different proportions
of different domains may coexist in the sample. This can happen particularly if the
energy difference between the two minima is very small, or if the barrier is extremely
high, so that domain growth occurs very slowly. In that case the transverse MOKE
signal should be an average of the signals expected from the two domains, weighted
by the proportion each occupies in the scattering volume. Without the coexistence of
different domains, curvature in the MOKE loop should only appear in a hard axis loop,
where it results from a local minimum that shifts from the direction of applied field
towards the easy axis as |Happ| is reduced. In that case, once domain nucleation begins
the domain switching proceeds rapidly to completion before the next step in Happ is
reached, resulting in jumps in the MOKE loop which correspond to magnetization
switching in 90◦ or 180◦ steps. If domain nucleation instead proceeds slowly enough
that different domains coexist through many steps of Happ, the averaging of the MOKE
signal over the coexisting domains could result in MOKE loops with gradual curvature
even in the regions corresponding to 90◦ or 180◦ magnetization switching.
This process of domain nucleation and growth also acts to reduce the coercivity of
the sample. Due to the concept in this model of thermal promotion of spins over the
hard-axis barrier, this barrier need not be overcome completely by the applied field
for domain nucleation to begin. The beginning of domain nucleation is marked by a
change in MOKE signal from that corresponding to the direction of the current local
minimum. Even in the case of a hard axis MOKE loop, where the local minimum is
shifting with applied field, the domain nucleation should result in a change in slope of
the MOKE loop. Since this switching begins to happen at a lower applied field than
the field at which rotation would occur in the single domain model, the coercivity
will be smaller for the domain nucleation model. This decrease in coercivity is in the
correct direction to help explain my experimental results.
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5.4.3 BLS Measurements of Ga1−xMnxAs
Collecting BLS spectra allowed me to determine many things about the samples
that MOKE alone did not reveal. My BLS experimental setup is given in Figure 5.4
on page 84. While the significant problem with multiple domains made it impossible
to extract any reasonable anisotropy constants from the MOKE loops, the BLS data
permitted the determination of anisotropy constants despite the use of a single domain
mode. BLS measurements across a range of Mn concentrations demonstrated directly
an optimal Mn concentration of around 5% for maximizing the strength of the mag-
netic interactions. While MOKE indicated the presence of unidirectional anisotropy in
the sample, a careful examination of Stokes and anti-Stokes peaks in the BLS spectra
did not reveal any evidence of unidirectional anisotropy. This comparison did, how-
ever, reveal that surface modes contribute to the observed BLS peaks, and that the
magnetic environment differs between the top and bottom sample surfaces. Finally,
changing the power density of the incident beam and watching the magnon energy
respond permitted me to estimate the amount of local heating due to the laser.
BLS measurements and MOKE measurements complement each other well. Often
in the course of studying magnetic anisotropy, one adds terms into the expression for
free energy F until it fits. These terms don’t necessarily always have a clear physical
justification. Especially with the unusual results such as the unidirectional symmetry
in the MOKE measurements, it is helpful to have some kind of comparison to make.
Brillouin scattering measurements of magnon energies are an ideal match with MOKE
for many reasons.
1. Both measurements are performed optically. They depend on the interaction of
light with the material, and the influence of the electric susceptibility on that
interaction. Therefore in one significant way the measurements have much in
common in terms of the physical interactions involved.
2. Because both measurements are performed optically, it is more likely to have
access in the same lab to both kinds of equipment. The same experimental setup
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can be used (cryostat, magnet, possibly even laser) with the exception of some
optical components and the spectrometer. This makes it easier to reproduce the
environment that the sample is in, for both techniques.
3. Both measurements are limited in spatial extent. The signal comes from a region
the size of the laser spot on the sample, which is significantly less than 1 mm in
diameter. This is beneficial, in contrast to bulk measurements that could easily
be measuring the magnetic response of contaminants not even on the sample
surface. This also raises the possibility of looking at the homogeneity of the
sample.
4. Both measurements give access to information about the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy of the sample.
5. The data for both measurements can be modeled starting with exactly the same
free energy expression.
The differences between Brillouin and MOKE are equally significant in this context.
While the MOKE signal comes about as a result of the influence of the average mag-
netization on the electric susceptibility, the magnon (Brillouin) signal is generated by
the influence of magnetization fluctuations on the electric susceptibility. Magnon en-
ergies are determined by the curvature of the magnetocrystalline “potential” and by
the direction of propagation, while MOKE loop shapes are simply determined by the
orientation of the average magnetization for some particular applied field. Because
the physical principles behind the interactions differ in these ways, any model that
explains both measurements successfully has its results strengthened accordingly.
It is natural to wonder whether the random nature of the magnetic sublattice,
and the distance between the spins due to the low concentration of magnetic ions in
DMS, even admit the possibility of spin-wave excitations. FMR experiments in the
literature [[77,112,113]] indicate that the uniform precessional mode does exist, and the
easily-distinguishable series of normal mode peaks in the spectra also indicates that
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Figure 5.13: Dependence of νmag on Mn concentration.
phase coherence is retained throughout the film thickness. A single domain model
was successful at describing the FMR data properly, once a z-dependent magnetic
anisotropy was introduced [[113]]. The present BLS measurements confirm the presence
of spin waves in Ga1−xMnxAs, and their dependence on magnon wavevector direction
is again indicative of coherence.
Variation With Mn Concentration
As a major task with Ga1−xMnxAs is to raise TC, many researchers tend to correlate
the strength of magnetic interactions in the material with TC. While this is sensible, it
only indirectly gives information about the strength of magnetic interactions below TC.
The magnon frequency as measured by BLS provides a much more direct measurement
of the strength of magnetic interactions. Although FMR measurements provide similar
information, they tend to be locked into a particular frequency in the microwave range
and therefore only give results over a limited range of Happ. I have plotted in Figure
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5.13 the dependence of νmag on Mn concentration for the full range of samples from
x = 0.014 to x = 0.09. As expected, this relationship is largely consistent with TC.
The stronger the magnetic interactions in the sample, the higher TC, and the larger the
observed νmag. There appears to be an optimum concentration for Mn of 5–6%, which
is consistent with the discussion of self-compensation effects that can be found in the
section on defects in Ga1−xMnxAs, beginning on page 23. While it is generally agreed
that maximizing the concentration of uncompensated MnGa is the way to maximize
TC, the formation energies for acceptor defects that compensate MnGa both electrically
and magnetically begin to decrease with increasing MnGa. Therefore there is a natural
tendency for the strength of magnetic interactions in the material to fall off once a
certain threshold MnGa is passed and the concentration of compensating defects begins
to grow.
Surface Magnon Modes
In Figure 5.14 I have plotted the Stokes and anti-Stokes magnon frequencies sep-
arately, to illustrate the offset between them. This offset, which changes sign with
changing field, is indicative of the presence of surface modes and of a difference be-
tween the material at the air and substrate interfaces. Due to the nonreciprocity of
Damon Eshbach surface modes, the Stokes mode is confined to one film surface and
the anti-Stokes to the other. The surface mode can be pictured as circulating around
the sample in a direction transverse to the applied field, where the sense of circulation
is given with respect to the direction of
˜
M by a right-hand rule [[126]], as depicted
in Figure 5.14. Therefore when the sign of the applied field reverses, the Stokes and
anti-Stokes modes switch surfaces as well. If the magnetic interactions at one surface
are stronger than those at the other, or equivalently if there were a gradient in mag-
netic anisotropy along the z-direction, then the magnon frequency should be higher
at the surface with stronger interactions, resulting in an energy splitting between the
Stokes and anti-Stokes peaks. This splitting should then change sign upon chang-
ing sign of Happ. The z-dependent anisotropy observed by Rappoport et al. [[113]] in
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(b) Sample 3.6.
˜
Happ along
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110
]
,
˜
q‖
along
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]
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(c) Sample 3.6.
˜
Happ along
[
110
]
,
˜
q‖
along [110].
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(d) Negative Happ. (e) Positive Happ.
Figure 5.14: Evidence for surface magnon modes. When
˜
M and
˜
q‖ are parallel, the
surface mode does not exist and the Stokes and anti-Stokes magnons must have the
same energy. In panels 5.14d and 5.14e, the red (black) arrow indicates the direction
of q‖ for the Stokes (anti-Stokes) magnon.
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FMR experiments is a likely candidate explanation for the observed splitting in the
Damon Eshbach surface mode energies. Rappoport et al. identify the MnI driven to
the surface by the annealing process as a source of inhomogeneity in charge carriers
through the thickness of the film, and they speculate that this could be responsible
for a magnetocrystalline anisotropy gradient.
In panels 5.14a and 5.14b,
˜
Happ is parallel to
˜
q‖, which means that for sufficiently
large Happ,
˜
M should also be parallel to
˜
q‖. This is consistent with the observation that
the Stokes/anti-Stokes splitting seems to disappear for large Happ, since the surface
mode does not exist for
˜
M parallel to
˜
q‖. In panel 5.14c, the situation is reversed,
since
˜
Happ is perpendicular to
˜
q‖. With
˜
Happ along the hard axis and
˜
q‖ along the easy
axis, for small Happ
˜
M should point along the easy axis parallel to
˜
q‖, eliminating the
possibility of a surface magnon mode. Although there seems to be some evidence of
increased Stokes/anti-Stokes splitting at largerHapp, where
˜
M and
˜
q‖ are perpendicular
and admit the possibility of a surface mode, the splitting is too small to be reliable.
No error bars are plotted in Figure 5.14 for clarity, but the magnon peaks themselves
are approximately 2.0 GHz FWHM, and the noise level makes any shift much less
than 0.5 GHz questionable.
No Significant Unidirectional Anisotropy Measured
An offset in splitting magnitude between positive and negative Happ has been
largely corrected in the data plotted in Figure 5.14. This offset in splitting magnitude
is most likely a fitting artifact resulting from an asymmetric laser line profile, and it
does not cause a change in frequency with a change in sign of Happ for the average
of the Stokes and anti-Stokes peaks. Any unidirectional anisotropy, such as that
observed in the MOKE loops (see especially Figure 5.8b) should instead result in a
systematic offset in the average of the Stokes and anti-Stokes νmag from positive to
negative Happ. Because the Stokes/anti-Stokes average does not change with the sign
of Happ, the BLS results fail to confirm the unidirectional anisotropy observed in the
MOKE measurements. It remains unclear whether a source of error that has not been
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Table 5.2: Anisotropy constants determined for sample 3.6, given in kA ·m−1. The
measurements were performed at 37 K.
Kc6 K
c
4 K
u
2 ‖ K
u
2 ‖
′ Ku2⊥
96 21 5.5 1.8 1720
considered is responsible for the anisotropy observed in the MOKE loops, or whether
there is a physical explanation that could account both for the MOKE loop asymmetry
and the lack of asymmetry in the BLS-measured magnon frequencies.
Magnon Frequency Fitting
I fit the magnon frequencies for sample 3.6, as seen in Figure 5.15 on page 112,
since that sample had the most complete set of data for angular variation of magnon
frequency. The results are tabulated in Table 5.2, where Kc6 is the 6th order cubic
anisotropy coefficient, Kc4 is the 4th order cubic anisotropy coefficient, K
u
2 ‖ is the 2nd
order uniaxial anisotropy coefficient in the
[
110
]
direction, Ku2 ‖
′ is the 2nd order uni-
axial anisotropy coefficient in the [010] direction, and Ku2⊥ is the 2nd order uniaxial
anisotropy coefficient in the [001] direction, which is present due to expansion of the
lattice along the growth direction. Note that the definitions for the cubic terms are
such that a positive coefficient gives an easy axis along 〈100〉, while the positive coef-
ficient for the uniaxial term generates a hard axis along
[
110
]
. The angular variation
of F in the plane is shown in Figure 5.16.
Quite a range of values are reported in the literature for the anisotropy constants of
Ga1−xMnxAs (see Table 5.3), due in part to their considerable temperature dependence
[[82]] and due to expected variation due to differences in sample preparation. Still,
the results are comparable with the exception of the unusually small Ku2 ‖ constants
determined by Hrabovsky et al. [[83]]. While my value for
∣∣∣Kc4/Ku2 ‖∣∣∣ for sample 3.6 is
higher than that measured by all but Hrabovsky, my BLS and t-MOKE results are
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(a) Easy axis data.
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(b) hard axis data
Figure 5.15: Angle and wavevector dependence for magnon modes in sample 3.6.
Curves through the data points are the best fit from the Damon Eshbach mode cal-
culations. The data points shown are an average of Stokes and anti-Stokes peak
positions. Error bars on the data points only reflect the uncertainty in fitting the
magnon peaks to extract the center positions.
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Figure 5.16: Angular variation of F in the plane for sample 3.6, as determined by
fitting BLS measurements. Units on the vertical axis are J·m−3. Note that the hard
axis is approximately along the
[
110
]
direction, as it was in the MOKE loops.
equivalent within experimental error.
All magnon frequency fitting was carried out using nonlinear parameter estima-
tion in Mathematica 5.1 and 5.2. The fits were quite computationally intensive, due
to the number of calculations required with each new set of parameters tested. In ad-
dition, the indirect connection between the fit parameters and quality of the magnon
frequency fit (χ2) results in an almost pathological parameter space, with many local
minima. To combat this problem, I selected the Nelder-Mead optimization algorithm,
which exhibits a good mix of efficiency and robustness, and then performed a large
series of fits where each started with a different random seed for parameter initializa-
tion. A typical sequence of 50 numerical fits with the Damon Eshbach model took
between 8 and 12 hours on a ∼ 2 GHz CPU. Fits were carried out running Mathemat-
ica in batch mode on Baobab, UNC’s Beowulf cluster; where multiple serial jobs could
easily be run simultaneously. Since the jobs were completely independent, processing
speed scaled linearly with the number of processors (jobs) running. It would certainly
have been possible to optimize the code further and achieve significant speedup, but
that would have come at the expense of flexibility. Considerable rewrites would have
been required upon each change of F or of its parametrization, and along with those
additional time and effort for eliminating bugs.
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To sort through the results from the large parameter space at the beginning, when
the fits weren’t as good and I needed to narrow things down, I employed a visualization
method known as parallel coordinates. In this framework, a series of (parallel) vertical
axes are drawn, one for each parameter, and one for the quality of fit. One fit is
represented on the graph by plotting each parameter value as a point and connecting
adjacent points by line segments. I further enhanced this by color-coding lines based
on quality of fit.
In order to start with the simplest case possible, I first performed fits with the bulk
spin wave mode solution, given in §4.3 as the rectangular coordinates solution. While
this model contained no
˜
q-dependence, it was moderately successful at reproducing
some of the magnon frequency data, especially at higher Happ. I introduced some q-
dependence into the bulk solution by solving Maxwell’s equations for the time-varying
magnetic field induced by the time-varying magnetization [[126, equation (A9), for
example, with the 4pi removed to convert to SI units]]. I then added this time-varying
field to the effective field used in solution of the Landau-Lifshitz equation of motion.
The net effect was the introduction of magnon wavevector dependence through self-
energy of the magnetic field, effectively including some of the information of the Damon
Eshbach solution but without the introduction of boundary conditions for a thin film.
Such a term is not ordinarily considered in the bulk mode magnon frequency solution,
simply because it vanishes for the uniform mode with q = 0. In fact, even for the
significantly larger q values in use here, the contribution this change makes is not
large enough to justify the additional computational time the fits require.
I performed the final fitting attempts, which resulted in the fit in Figure 5.15, by
numerical solution of the Damon Eshbach dispersion relationship. For each set of F
paramters, the following calculations were performed:
1. Calculate the direction of
˜
M for conditions corresponding to each magnon data
point. This involves, for each sample orientation, starting with saturated
˜
Happ,
with
˜
M parallel to it, and then tracking the local minimum in F as Happ is
decreased to zero in sufficiently small steps so as not to be ambiguous. The di-
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rection of
˜
M (which follows this local minimum) for Happ of interest are recorded
along the way.
˜
Happ is then saturated in the opposite direction and the calcu-
lations are repeated for negative field values. This procedure is expensive com-
putationally since it involves numerical minimization at each step to find the
direction of the local minimum.
2. Calculate νmag to compare with each data point, using the
˜
M directions deter-
mined in the previous step. Since the Damon-Eshbach dispersion relationship is
not solved analytically, this also involves numerical root finding. The reduced
frequency parameters ΩA, ΩB, and ΩS, which define the allowable limits of the
band in which reduced frequency Ω is found, can be calculated directly without
knowing Ω (without knowing νmag). The limits given by these reduced frequency
parameters are then used to define the search range for the numerical solution
for Ω = ωmagγ
−1MS−1.
Single vs. Multiple Domain Model
It seems clear that the rich variation of magnon energies with angle and |Happ| can
provide sufficient information for a very precise determination of anisotropy constants,
including higher-order constants such as Kc6. Both the precision and accuracy of such
a determination depend on the model used to fit the data, which in its current single-
domain form is inadequate. As can be seen in Figure 5.15, the largest problems occur
in the low field regions, where multiple domains are expected. In particular, the
˜
q-
dependence of the data is not reproduced adequately. This is not surprising, since it
is already understood that spin pinning at the surfaces of the sample is an important
effect in Ga1−xMnxAs [[113]]. It seems that domain boundaries could also be involved
in some kind of spin pinning.
It is less clear how one might successfully incorporate a multiple domain model
in spin wave frequency calculations than it is in the case of MOKE loops. The same
principle of superposition seems like a reasonable place to start. The model for domain
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nucleation and growth is then used to determine the directions that spins are point-
ing, and the proportion of spins in the scattering volume pointing in each direction.
Therefore instead of calculating νmag for one orientation of
˜
M for a given
˜
Happ, several
orientations of
˜
M would be present in the scattering volume and each would have a
corresponding νmag. In principle the each domain would contribute its own peak to
the BLS signal, but with typical peak widths in the 2 GHz range, in practice it is
not possible to resolve them. More troubling, though, is the thought of what model
one might use to calculate νmag in this case. The Damon Eshbach model may only be
appropriate in the case of very large domains, since it assumes a thin film of infinite
extent. If spin pinning at the domain boundaries turns out to be crucial, it may be
necessary to use a different framework for calculating νmag. In fact, it seems likely that
interactions with the domain boundaries could play an important role in defining the
unusual
˜
q-dependence observed along the hard axis, especially if a small applied field
has a significant influence on either the domain shape or the details of the boundaries
themselves, i.e. boundary type and thickness.
Dependence on Laser Intensity
Due to the model of hole-mediated ferromagnetism in Ga1−xMnxAs, it is expected
that increasing the hole density should increase the strength of magnetic interactions,
increasing TC and therefore increasing MS at intermediate temperatures below TC.
The higher MS should also increase the measured magnon frequency, a fact which is
obscured in the spherical and rectangular coordinates solutions for magnon frequency
but can be seen clearly in the Kittel expression, equation (4.11). A competing effect,
however, is that of laser heating by absorption of the light, which should raise the local
temperature somewhat, having the opposite effect and reducingMS and therefore νmag.
To investigate this effect I performed magnon energy measurements where I reduced
the incident laser intensity by a factor of 10 via the introduction of a neutral density
filter to the beampath. For comparison I also adjusted the temperature of the sample
without varying the laser beam intensity. Temperatures were monitored, as they were
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Figure 5.17: The effect of laser intensity on νmag in sample 3.6. Temperature depen-
dence and magnetic field dependence of νmag are depicted as well for comparison. The
data point labeled “ND10” indicates the point for which the incident laser intensity
was cut by a factor of 10 using a neutral density filter.
throughout the rest of the experiments, by a thermocouple spring-clamped to the
corner of the Ga1−xMnxAs film surface.
There were no cases where the higher laser power density resulted in a significant
increase in νmag; in fact, the opposite was more often true, as illustrated by the example
in Figure 5.17. I interpret this as a dominant contribution by localized laser heating
that was not reflected adequately in the temperature change at the temperature sensor.
For the same temperature indicated at the sensor, νmag dropped by nearly 30%. The
additional data on variation of νmag with temperature (collected at the higher power
density), indicate that such a change in νmag could correspond to localized laser heating
on the order of 7 K.
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This significant laser heating has important implications for the magnetic char-
acterization of Ga1−xMnxAs via MOKE and BLS. It is essential to be conscious of
the power density of the laser employed for measurement, and is most likely desirable
to decrease the power density as much as possible. All the BLS measurements for
angular variation of νmag were made at intensities close to the high power density out
of necessity, so that a suitable signal to noise ratio could be achieved in a reasonable
amount of time. The MOKE measurements were carried out at a power density that
was lower by approximately a factor of 10, corresponding more closely to the lower
power density above.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
6.1 Ga1−xMnxN
High signal-to-noise Raman spectra of Ga1−xMnxN were sensitive to the slight
differences in disorder present in 3% oxygen co-doped samples with and without an-
nealing, and in 5% samples with and without oxygen. Spectra collected from the most
disordered of these, sample B5, using different wavelengths of excitation in order to
change the penetration depth, revealed that most of the disorder was near the interface
with the substrate, rather than near the film surface.
Raman spectra at high magnetic fields of up to 6 T and low temperatures close
to 4 K, failed to reveal evidence of magnetic ordering. However, these results do not
indicate that magnetic ordering is not present; rather, they indicate that if present, it
cannot be detected by this experiment.
In terms of light scattering measurements, the next things to try with Ga1−xMnxN
would be magnetic BLS and resonant Raman. The resonant Raman measurements
would require tunable excitation sources in both the UV range near its 3.4 eV bandgap
and also in the near-IR range to search for resonances with the Mn impurity band.
6.2 Ga1−xMnxAs
Transverse MOKE measurements of Ga1−xMnxAs films indicate a dominant uniax-
ial anisotropy, with the hard axis in the
[
110
]
direction and the easy axis in the [110]
direction. Hard axis MOKE loops exhibit an unusual unidirectional asymmetry that
has not been explained successfully, either by a source of systematic experimental error
or by an interesting effect within the sample. Although the spectra do change slightly
under field cooling, indicating a small secondary magnetic phase with TN < 300 K,
this change does not affect the unidirectional asymmetry observed. The single domain
model is demonstrated to be incapable of modeling the MOKE loops, particularly with
regard to the combination of large magnetocrystalline anisotropy and small easy axis
coercive fields.
BLS measurements reveal the presence of spin waves in Ga1−xMnxAs which are de-
pendent on the orientation of
˜
q with respect to Happ. Surface magnons are observed, as
evidenced by a small Stokes/anti-Stokes energy splitting that reverses upon magnetic
field reversal. This splitting also indicates a gradient in magnetic properties along the
z-axis (thickness) of the film.
Spin wave measurements also demonstrate that in addition to the breaking of
cubic symmetry by the
[
110
]
hard axis and [110] easy axis, there is also a small
inequivalence between the [100] and [010] directions. Bulk spin wave calculations are
unable to reproduce the angular dependence of the spin waves. While Damon Eshbach
calculations provide a reasonably good fit for larger Happ and particularly along the
easy axes, they are still unable to explain the unusual
˜
q-dependence observed, where for
small Happ, q‖ parallel to
˜
Happ lies significantly higher in energy than q‖ perpendicular
to
˜
Happ.
Across the samples ranging in Mn concentration from x = 0.014 to x = 0.09,
magnon mode energies reveal that the magnetic interactions are strongest for 5–6%
Mn. This trend is largely consistent with measured TC for the samples.
Magnon energies are observed to decrease upon increasing laser power density,
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indicating that local heating of the scattering volume outweighs the effects of any
increased magnetic interactions due to creation of additional free holes. It is necessary
to keep this laser heating in mind when measuring DMS via MOKE or BLS, both in
interpretation of experimental results and in comparison with the literature.
While the single domain model seems adequate to describe the MOKE loops at high
fields and the angular dependence of the BLS data at high fields, it fails to describe
properly both the magnetization reversal at low fields observed in the MOKE loops,
and the
˜
q-dependence of the BLS data along the hard axis at low fields. A more
sophisticated and physically accurate model based on domain nucleation and 90 or
180◦ magnetization reversal should provide a change in the right direction for the
MOKE data, specifically in terms of decreasing the calculated coercive fields. Such
a model might also provide the answer to the unusual
˜
q-dependence observed in the
BLS data, specifically through details of spin interactions at domain boundaries. It
seems probable that the modified BLS modeling would require a different formulation
than that of Damon and Eshbach, since the Damon Eshbach formalism incorporates
no boundary conditions for the lateral sample directions.
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Appendix A
Simplification of the Exchange
Energy Expression
Equation (4.24) on page 72 is repeated here for convenience, as the starting ex-
pression.
i~
∂
˜
Sa
∂t
= −2J
[
˜
Sa
(∑
b6=c
′
˜
Sb ·
˜
Sc
)
−
(∑
b6=c
′
˜
Sb ·
˜
Sc
)
˜
Sa
]
(4.24)
Recall that spins at different sites commute. This means that since b 6= c, all com-
ponents of
˜
Sb and
˜
Sc commute. More importantly, for (b, c) 6= a,
˜
Sa commutes with
H bcexch, making the right-hand side of (4.24) cancel completely. The sum is reduced to
only those terms for which at most one index differs from a, as follows:
i~
∂
˜
Sa
∂t
= −2J
∑
c
′ [
˜
Sa (
˜
Sa ·
˜
Sc)− (
˜
Sa ·
˜
Sc)
˜
Sa]
= 2J
∑
c
′ [(
˜
Sa ×
˜
Sa)×
˜
Sc] . (A.1)
Note again that the site index c only ranges over the nearest neighbors of a. The
second step made use of a variant of the BAC−CAB identity, taking care to preserve
the order of noncommuting operators.
[(
˜
Sa ×
˜
Sa)×
˜
Sc]k ≡ [(˜A× ˜B)× ˜C]k
= ²ijk (
˜
A×
˜
B)iCj
= ²ijk²lmiAlBmCj
= ²jki²lmiAlBmCj
= (δjlδkm − δjmδkl)AlBmCj
= AjBkCj − AkBjCj
= SajS
a
kS
c
j − SakSajScj
= SajS
c
jS
a
k − SakSajScj since
˜
Sa and
˜
Sc commute
= [(
˜
Sa ·
˜
Sc)Sak − Sak (
˜
Sa ·
˜
Sc)]
= − [
˜
Sa (
˜
Sa ·
˜
Sc)− (
˜
Sa ·
˜
Sc)
˜
Sa]k
Finally,
˜
S ×
˜
S = i~
˜
S is equivalent to the standard angular momentum commutation
relationship:
[Si,Sj] = i~²ijkSk
²ijkSiSj = i~Sk
[
˜
S×
˜
S]k = i~Sk
˜
S×
˜
S = i~
˜
S,
permitting equation (A.1) to take on its final quantum mechanical form.
i~
∂
˜
Sa
∂t
= i~2J
∑
c
′ [
˜
Sa ×
˜
Sc]
∂
˜
Sa
∂t
=
˜
Sa ×
[
2J
∑
c
′
˜
Sc
]
(A.2)
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Appendix B
Direct Calculation of Fanis
Code written as a Visual Basic 6.3 macro in Excel is given here in Figures B.2a to
B.2d as an implementation of the calculation scheme described in §5.4.2. This code is
written to work on a worksheet set up as illustrated in Figure B.1. The MOKE data
are simply pasted in under the “H” and “M” headings in columns I and J. Results
after the code has been run can be copied directly out from under the “Theta” and
“AnisE” column headings in worksheet columns A and D.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q
run fast 0 max M 1.00855
match start and end E 1 min M -1.02567
amplitude 991
angle 135
Theta M ZE AnisE Sum segment H M Mnorm Mtrace
-180 0.70710678 -700.7428 -700.7428 993.8 0.99133 0.98307 0.98307
-179 0.69465837 -688.4064 -160.963798 -849.3702 19 979 0.99818 0.989804 0.989804
Figure B.1: Excel worksheet layout for calculating Fanis. Cells entered manually by
the user are indicated in yellow, cells filled in by the VB code are indicated in gray,
and cells containing user-entered formulas are indicated in light blue with dark blue
text.
Option Explicit
Function FixRCalc(Row, RStart)
If (Row - RStart) > 360 Then
        FixRCalc = Row - 360
ElseIf (Row - RStart) < 0 Then
        FixRCalc = Row + 360
Else
        FixRCalc = Row
End If
End Function
Private Sub CalcAnisButton_Click()
Const RStart = 7, CTheta = 1, CM = 2, CZE = 3, CAnisE = 4, CSum = 5, CSeg = 6
Const CHDat = 9, CMDat = 11, CMTrace = 12
Const RZAmp = 4, RZAng = 5
Const RThetaZero = 180
Const RRunFast = 1, CRunFast = 3, RMatchE = 2, CMatchE = 3
Dim RDat, RCalcPrev, RCalcCurr, RCalcNext As Long
Dim HDat, HDatLast, MDat As Double
Dim MCalcCurr As Double
Dim ThetaStart, RFirst As Double
Dim ThetaPrev, ThetaCurr, ThetaNext As Double
Dim AnisEPrev, AnisECurr, AnisENext As Double
Dim DeltaAnisE As Double
Dim SumPrev, SumCurr, SumNext As Double
Dim i, iSegCtr, iSegTot As Long
With Worksheets("anisotropy_calc")
    'make macro run faster if option chosen
If (.Cells(RRunFast, CRunFast).Value <> 0) Then
        Application.ScreenUpdating = False
        Application.EnableEvents = False
Else
        Application.ScreenUpdating = True
        Application.EnableEvents = True
End If
    'clear previous anisotropy energy and loop trace
    .Range(.Cells(RStart, CAnisE), .Cells(360 + RStart, CAnisE)).ClearContents
    .Range(.Cells(RStart, CMTrace), .Cells(3000 + RStart, CMTrace)).ClearContents
    'clear segment counter
    .Range(.Cells(RStart, CSeg), .Cells(3000 + RStart, CSeg)).ClearContents
    iSegCtr = 0
    iSegTot = 0
    'get starting data values for H and M
    RDat = RStart
    HDat = .Cells(RDat, CHDat).Value
    HDatLast = HDat
    MDat = .Cells(RDat, CMDat).Value
    'write starting M value to trace so it will be graphed
    .Cells(RDat, CMTrace).Value = MDat
    'set zeeman amplitude according to current data value for field
    .Cells(RZAmp, CZE).Value = HDat
    'get starting values for angles and M
    ThetaStart = .Cells(RZAng, CZE).Value
    ThetaCurr = ThetaStart
    RFirst = RStart + RThetaZero + ThetaStart
    RCalcCurr = RFirst
    MCalcCurr = .Cells(RCalcCurr, CM).Value
Figure B.2a: Excel Visual Basic code for calculating Fanis directly, page 1/4.
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    RCalcPrev = FixRCalc(RCalcCurr - 1, RStart)
    RCalcNext = FixRCalc(RCalcCurr + 1, RStart)
    ThetaPrev = .Cells(RCalcPrev, CTheta).Value
    ThetaNext = .Cells(RCalcNext, CTheta).Value
    'write starting Anisotropy Energy as 0
    .Cells(RCalcCurr, CAnisE).Value = 0
    'step through measured MOKE loop, one step at a time
    'exit the loop when either there are no longer any data
    'or the loop changes direction
Do While (.Cells(RDat, CHDat).Value <> "" And _
        .Cells(RDat + 1, CHDat).Value <= .Cells(RDat, CHDat))
If (HDatLast <> HDat) Then iSegCtr = 0
        'if measured M is less than our current calculated M, then
        'we need to step through angles, changing the energy as we go,
        'until our calculated M is less than or equal to our measured M
        'Note that this procedure means we will be following the minimum
        'of the MOKE loop, which may not be desirable if the loop is very
        'noisy
Do While (MDat < MCalcCurr)
            'step to next angle
            RCalcPrev = FixRCalc(RCalcPrev + 1, RStart)
            RCalcCurr = FixRCalc(RCalcCurr + 1, RStart)
            RCalcNext = FixRCalc(RCalcNext + 1, RStart)
            'read angles
            ThetaPrev = .Cells(RCalcPrev, CTheta).Value
            ThetaCurr = .Cells(RCalcCurr, CTheta).Value
            ThetaNext = .Cells(RCalcNext, CTheta).Value
            'read M
            MCalcCurr = .Cells(RCalcCurr, CM).Value
            'read anisotropy energies
            AnisEPrev = .Cells(RCalcPrev, CAnisE).Value
            AnisECurr = .Cells(RCalcCurr, CAnisE).Value
            AnisENext = .Cells(RCalcNext, CAnisE).Value
            'read sums of energy
            SumPrev = .Cells(RCalcPrev, CSum).Value
            SumCurr = .Cells(RCalcCurr, CSum).Value
            SumNext = .Cells(RCalcNext, CSum).Value
            'count segment for this H
            iSegTot = iSegTot + iSegCtr
            .Cells(RCalcCurr, CSeg).Value = iSegTot
            iSegCtr = 1
            'If previous energy sum less than current, then decrease
            'current anisotropy energy so that current energy sum
            'is equal to previous energy sum
            'use the following relationships:
            'Diff = SumCurr - SumPrev
            'AnisECurr = AnisECurr - Diff
If (SumPrev < SumCurr) Then
                'calc new current anisotropy energy
                AnisECurr = AnisECurr - SumCurr + SumPrev
                'write new current anisotropy energy to worksheet
                .Cells(RCalcCurr, CAnisE).Value = AnisECurr
                'read new current sum energy from worksheet
                SumCurr = .Cells(RCalcCurr, CSum).Value
End If
            'If next energy sum less than current, then increase
            'next anisotropy energy so that current energy sum is
            'equal to the next energy sum
            'as following:
            'Diff = SumCurr - SumNext
            'AnisENext = AnisENext + Diff
If (SumNext < SumCurr) Then
Figure B.2b: Visual Basic code, page 2/4.
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                'calculate new next anisotropy energy
                AnisENext = AnisENext + SumCurr - SumNext
                'write new next anisotropy energy to worksheet
                .Cells(RCalcNext, CAnisE).Value = AnisENext
                'read new next sum energy from worksheet
                SumNext = .Cells(RCalcNext, CSum).Value
End If
        Loop 'stepping through angles until we match M
        HDatLast = HDat
        RDat = RDat + 1
        HDat = .Cells(RDat, CHDat).Value
        MDat = .Cells(RDat, CMDat).Value
        .Cells(RZAmp, CZE).Value = HDat
        'write M value to trace so it will be graphed
        .Cells(RDat, CMTrace).Value = MDat
    Loop 'stepping through H in the MOKE data
    'REVERSE LOOP DIRECTION
    'step through measured MOKE loop, one step at a time
    'exit the loop when either there are no longer any data
    'or the loop changes direction
Do While (.Cells(RDat, CHDat).Value <> "" And _
        .Cells(RDat + 1, CHDat).Value >= .Cells(RDat, CHDat))
If (HDatLast <> HDat) Then iSegCtr = 0
        'if measured M is less than our current calculated M, then
        'we need to step through angles, changing the energy as we go,
        'until our calculated M is less than or equal to our measured M
        'Note that this procedure means we will be following the minimum
        'of the MOKE loop, which may not be desirable if the loop is very
        'noisy
Do While (MDat > MCalcCurr)
            'step to next angle
            RCalcPrev = FixRCalc(RCalcPrev + 1, RStart)
            RCalcCurr = FixRCalc(RCalcCurr + 1, RStart)
            RCalcNext = FixRCalc(RCalcNext + 1, RStart)
            'read angles
            ThetaPrev = .Cells(RCalcPrev, CTheta).Value
            ThetaCurr = .Cells(RCalcCurr, CTheta).Value
            ThetaNext = .Cells(RCalcNext, CTheta).Value
            'read M
            MCalcCurr = .Cells(RCalcCurr, CM).Value
            'read anisotropy energies
            AnisEPrev = .Cells(RCalcPrev, CAnisE).Value
            AnisECurr = .Cells(RCalcCurr, CAnisE).Value
            AnisENext = .Cells(RCalcNext, CAnisE).Value
            'read sums of energy
            SumPrev = .Cells(RCalcPrev, CSum).Value
            SumCurr = .Cells(RCalcCurr, CSum).Value
            SumNext = .Cells(RCalcNext, CSum).Value
            'count segment for this H
            iSegTot = iSegTot + iSegCtr
            .Cells(RCalcCurr, CSeg).Value = iSegTot
            iSegCtr = 1
            'If previous energy sum less than current, then decrease
            'current anisotropy energy so that current energy sum
            'is equal to previous energy sum
            'use the following relationships:
            'Diff = SumCurr - SumPrev
            'AnisECurr = AnisECurr - Diff
If (SumPrev < SumCurr) Then
Figure B.2c: Visual Basic code, page 3/4.
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                'calc new current anisotropy energy
                AnisECurr = AnisECurr - SumCurr + SumPrev
                'write new current anisotropy energy to worksheet
                .Cells(RCalcCurr, CAnisE).Value = AnisECurr
                'read new current sum energy from worksheet
                SumCurr = .Cells(RCalcCurr, CSum).Value
End If
            'If next energy sum less than current, then increase
            'next anisotropy energy so that current energy sum is
            'equal to the next energy sum
            'as following:
            'Diff = SumCurr - SumNext
            'AnisENext = AnisENext + Diff
            '*** only do this if the next position is not the
            '*** beginning of the loop, where we started
If (RCalcNext <> RFirst) Then
If (SumNext < SumCurr) Then
                    'calculate new next anisotropy energy
                    AnisENext = AnisENext + SumCurr - SumNext
                    'write new next anisotropy energy to worksheet
                    .Cells(RCalcNext, CAnisE).Value = AnisENext
                    'read new next sum energy from worksheet
                    SumNext = .Cells(RCalcNext, CSum).Value
End If
End If
        Loop 'stepping through angles until we match M
        HDatLast = HDat
        RDat = RDat + 1
        HDat = .Cells(RDat, CHDat).Value
        MDat = .Cells(RDat, CMDat).Value
        .Cells(RZAmp, CZE).Value = HDat
        'write M value to trace so it will be graphed
        .Cells(RDat, CMTrace).Value = MDat
    Loop 'stepping through H values in MOKE loop data
If (0) Then
End If
    'droop energy anisotropy so it matches at start angle
    'do this selectively where the magnetization was dropping at a fixed field
    'don't do this if value for "match start and end E" is 0
If (.Cells(RMatchE, CMatchE).Value <> 0) Then
        .Cells(RCalcCurr, CSeg).Value = 0
        RCalcCurr = FixRCalc(RCalcCurr - 1, RStart)
        DeltaAnisE = -.Cells(RCalcCurr, CAnisE).Value / iSegTot
For i = 1 To 360
            RCalcCurr = FixRCalc(RFirst + i, RStart)
            .Cells(RCalcCurr, CAnisE).Value = .Cells(RCalcCurr, CAnisE).Value _
                + .Cells(RCalcCurr, CSeg).Value * DeltaAnisE
Next i
End If
End With
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
Application.EnableEvents = True
End Sub
Figure B.2d: Visual Basic code, page 4/4.
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